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Artists For AIDS Awareness ~-. $.· 
by Debra Madore 
Aroostook County is located in 
northern Maine and often referred to 
simply as 'The County". Aroostook 
County is the largest county east of the 
Mississippi, a mostly wilderness area 
larger than the states of Connecticut and 
Rhode Island combined. However, our 
population base is approximately 
70,000, with an average of 13 people per 
square mile. It is a beautiful area full of 
lakes, forests, wildlife and farmland. 
Because of the real ( and perceived) 
isolation and rural nature of the area, 
. many people living here don't believe 
that HIV is an important issue for them. 
Isolation has become a state of mirid as 
well as a geographical fact. Educating 
people living here about HIV/AIDS is 
especially challenging because of ,this 
isolationism. The particular demograph-
ics make communication about sensitive 
issues especially difficult to address, er~ 
ating an atmosphere conducive to fear, 
prejudice and discrimination. 
A group of Aroostook County citi-
zens formed in 1995 to address the very 
important issues. Calling themselves the 
Artists For AIDS awareness (AFAA) 
they are dedicated to HIV I AIDS educa-
tion and prevention. Their goal is to 
nurture a more compassionate, support-
ive, and understanding community. 
This group's work centers mainly 
on their annual "Benefit to Celebrate 
Life" fund-raising event. All proceeds 
are used for HIV /AIDS prevention edu-
cation projects in The County. Preven-
tion efforts remain the best means of 
stopping the spread of HIV. Further-
more, effective prevention programs 
raise awareness and can positively im-
pact the care and treatment of those al-
ready infected and affected by HIV. No 
single prevention technique can resolve 
the many-layered challenge of HIV. 
However, each effort builds on indi- . 
vidual lessons learned to better address 
the crunplex epidemic. 
Artists For AIDS awareness has 
supported local projects including: co-
ordinating World AIDS Day activities 
including ''Day Without Art", Aroostook 
Teen Conference, Northern Lambda 
Nord - Health 1st HIV Prevention 
Phoneline Project, financial support for 
. services for people living with HIV I 
AIPS, and a modest granting program 
titled "HIV Prevention Education Using 
the Arts". This program promotes HIV/ 
AIDS prevention education activities 
using the arts in Aroostook non-profit 
youth programs and public schools. 
AFAA believes that using the arts to pr~ 
mote HIV prevention education in local 
youth projects will benefit our commu-
nities in a number of ways. First, youths 
will have the opportunity to increase 
their skills for safer-sex decisiom, which 
necessarily include postponement Sec-
ond, youth will learn about HIV/AIDS 
and the ways that they can reduce their 
risk of infection. Third, it is our hope 
that, through this project, fear and dis-
crimination towards those infected and 
i, . 
affected by HIV I AIDS will be reduced, 
if not eliminated. Finally, arts programs 
in schools are ready targets for reduced 
funding. We believe the arts a necessary 
and vital part of youth education pro-
grams. In the end, we hope to encour-
age and support an effective and coura-
geous response to the HIV I AIDS crisis 
by the Aroostook community. 
AFAA is able to offer financial 
support for these kinds of projects 
through community support of 
fundraising efforts including the annual 
benefit. The 3rd Annual "Benefit to 
Celebrate Life" will be held on Satur-
day March 22 at the Caribou Inn and 
Convention Center. The evening in-
cludes "mocktails" by the pool, a buffet 
dinner, live entertainment, and an auc-
tion of original works of art by local art-
ists, some of whom have shown inter-
nationally. 
We are especially proud to have 
one particular piece. This is a quilt that 
See AF AA, page 12 
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''The tbne has co01e'' 
for gay Rights in Maine 
by Francis X. Quinn 
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) _ Ex-
pressing optimism over the prospects for 
passage of a bill to extend legal protec-
tions against discrimination to homo-
sexuals, a Portland lawmaker sponsor-
ing the legislation said Friday ''the time 
has come" for gay rights in Maine. 
"Frankly, I wish passage of this bill 
were not necessary but, sadly, that is not 
the case," Republican Sen. Joel 
Abromson said in a prepared statem~nt. 
"We need to send a strong message 
that it is no longer permissible to allow 
discrimination against gays and lesbians 
when they fill out a job application, wish 
to buy a house or rent an apartment, want 
to eat in a public restaurant or apply for 
credit," Abromson said. 1 
The bill would amend state law to 
specify that "sexual orientation" could 
not be used to justify discrimination in 
the areas of employment, housing, pub-
lic accommodations and credit. 
Currently, state law offers anti-dis-
crimination protections in those areas in 
cases involving race, color, religion, sex, 
age, ancestry or national origin and 
physical or mental disability. 
Abromson's bill exempts religious 
groups. 
"I have every confidence this bill 
will pass the Senate," Abromson said. 
"I took special care to exell\Pt religious 
organizations from this proposal to re-
move those concerns from this debate. 
My proposal has support from Gover-
nor King and I am hopeful that we can 
marshal enough votes in the House for 
passage as well." 
· Among the co-sponsors of the leg-
islation are the chairmen of the Judiciary 
Committee that will review it, Sen. Su-
san Longley, D-Liberty, and Rep. Rich-
ard Thompson, D-Naples. 
Co-sponsors include five Demo-
crats and five Republicans, with four 
from the Senate and six from the House. 
Also pending before the Judiciary 
Committee is a citizen initiative to ban 
same-sex marriage in Maine. The pro-
posal was sponsored by Concerned 
Maine Families. 
The initiative, which would go be-
fore state voters unless enacted by the 
Legislature, includes language declaring 
that ''persons of the same sex may not 
contract marriage." It also would require 
the state to refuse to recognize such 
marriages performed in other states. 
Both houses of the Legislature ap-
proved a gay-rights bill for the first time 
in 1993, but it was vetoed by then-Gov. 
John R. McKernan. King has said he 
would sign it 
In 1~95, Maine voters rejected a 
ballot question to restrict gay rights. The 
measure initiated by Concerned Maine 
Families was turned back, 53 percent to 
47 percent. · 
Explosion Rocks Bar in Atlanta · 
Washington, DC., On February 22, 
1997. A pipe bomb covered with nails ex-
ploded in a crow~ed Atlanta gay bar injur-
ing several people. A second pipe bomb was 
found outside the establishment and was 
later detonated by police. 
The attack comes at a time of in-
creasing anti-gay rhetoric. At least one anti-
ga y bill has been introduced each day in state 
legislatures thus far in 1997, according to a 
report recently released by NGLTF. 
· "As the extremist Right steps up its 
verbal and legislative assault, violence 
against gay, lesbian, bisexual, anq tr~nsgen-
der people is on the rise," said Kerry Lobel 
executive director ofNGLTF. "What begins 
as rhetoric, can often have tragic conse-
quences." 
Atlanta police said this bombing, 
the fourth to strike the city in seven months, 
has similarities to a January double-bomb-
ing at an Atlanta abortion clinic and the 
deadly July attack at the Olympic Games. 
All are thus far unsolved. 
"We encourage FBI and local law 
enforcement officials to do everything in 
their power to solve these bombings," Lobel 
continued. 'They are acts of cowardice, that 
strike out against innocent bystanders. " 
NGLTF has written to President 
Clinton, Attorney General Reno and FBI 
Director Freeh, to alert them of the incident 
and call for their action. 
"My purpose. in writing you, Mr. 
President, is to echo concerns we have 
voiced to you earlier about the rising rheto-
ric of hate in this country and its devastat-
ing results," wrote executive director Kerry 
Lobel in a letter to the President dated Feb-
ruary 22. We ask you to speak out loudly 
against this crime, as you did in double-
bombing of the women's health clinic, 
deadly attacks at the Olympic Games, and 
burnings of black and multi-racial churches. 
The time has come for people of good will 
from all across America to speak out against 
hate in our country." 
In another letter to Attorney Gen· 
era! Janet Reno, NGLTF's Lobel asked the 
Department of Justice to closely monitor the 
situation, and, if necessary, lend assistance 
to local law enforcement authorities "to en-
sure the collection of all needed informa-
tion to determine whether or not this was a 
hate crime." 
Georgia civil rights and hate crimes 
laws do not include sexual orientation. The 
state also has a same-gender sodomy law. 
According to executive director Lobel, "Tc-
day we stand with Georgians who are work-
ing every day to fight against discrimina-
tion and for their civil rights. Like them, we 
will not rest until this bomber is brought to 
justice." 
NGLTF urges anyone with infor-
mation to call FBI and Bureau of Alcohol 
Tobacco and Fireanm hotline at 1-888-ATF-
BOMB. 
This message was issued by the Na-
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force Field 
Department. 
William H_. ~andstead 
· :::~~~ 
- Attorney at,µw 
• ·.. 1 i / : \~ 
Oeneral Practice of Law including: 1 : / 1 · .•• 
• Bankruptcy i I I \ 
• · Wills tit !'.state Planning · '. ! , ; \ Call: {207) 76.1-6680 
• f'robate Law ~ J ~ email: WSandstead@aol.com 
• Trademarkst!tCopyrights -=~ PO ...__ 11150 D-•-nd Mt:04104 
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Political Activism by reporters prohibited 
by Hunter T. George 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP)_Anews-
paper may prohibit political activism by 
its reporters to protect its credibility, the 
state Supreme Court ruled Thursday in 
the case of a journalist who was reas-
signed after campaigning for a gay-rights 
measure. 
The court held that a state law pro-
tecting employees from discrimination 
on the basis of their political activities 
does not apply to newspapers. 
"Editorial integrity and credibility 
are core objectives of editorial control 
and thus merit protection under the free 
press clauses," Justice Richard Sanders 
wrote. 
The ruling dealt another blow to 
Sandy Nelson's bid to be reinstated as a 
reporter for The News Tribune of 
Tacoma. 
'This is not over," said Ms. Nelson, 
a journalist for 17 years. 
Ms. Nelson, 40, was an education 
reporter for the newspaper until six years 
ago, when she was assigned to an edit-
ing job against her will after her superi-
ors learned she was campaigning for a 
local gay-rights initiative. 
News Tribune editors said the 
award-winning writer did not lose her 
rep·orting job because of her political 
beliefs. In fact, the newspaper's edito-
rial board endorsed the gay-rights ini-
tiative, which failed at the polls. 
But editors feared the state's third-
largest newspaper would lose credibil-
ity with its readers if a reporter crossed 
the line between newsgathering and 
news making. 
Ms. Nelson sued McClatchy 
Newspapers Inc., which owns The News 
Tribune, arguing that the reassignment 
violated the Fair Campaign Practices 
Act. 
A judge dismissed the claim on 
grounds that the First Amendment al-
lows newspapers to control the .content 
of their publications. Five members of 
the high court agreed. 
Two justices dissented, saying the 
newspaper cannot claim immunity from 
the Fair Campaign Practices Act since 
no one suggested that Ms. Nelson's re-
porting was influenced in any way by 
her political views. 
Sixty-eight groups representing 
unions, gay rights, animal rights and the 
Freedom Socialist Party signed a brief 
in support of Ms. Nelson, who describes 
herself as a supporter of a variety of "so-
cialist feminist" causes. 
The News Tribune's position was 
backed by Allied Daily Newspapers, a 
trade group representing Washington 
newspapers. The group said most papers 
and The Associated Press follow indus-
try guidelines that recommend avoiding 
situations that could cause a conflict of 
interest, or even the appearance of one. 
Clinton applauded for statement on 
Atlanta bombing; 
Bombing underscores the importance of State 
and Federal hate crimes laws 
Washington, DC., February 25, 
1997 .. . Shaken by the bombing of ales-
bian bar in Atlanta last Friday, gay, les-
bian, bisexual, and transgender people 
nationwide were eager for Presidential 
response. Last night, in a speech be-
fore the Democratic Business Council, 
the President condemned the bombing 
of the nightclub as wrong. The National 
Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) 
wrote the President immediately after 
the incident voicing its concern over the 
extreme prevalence of anti-gay hate 
crimes and requesting the President 
speak out against this latest terrorist 
incident in Atlanta. 
The following is an excerpt from 
the President's speech: I think we did 
the right thing to try to combat in a very 
aggressive way these church burnings. 
And I might say, the recent bombing of 
the g;ly nightclub in Atlanta reminds us 
that this work is not over. That was 
wrong, and we have to stand against 
those things. We have to go forward 
together. We don't have anybody to 
waste. 
Today Attorney General Janet 
Reno also issued a statement condemn-
ing the bombing. The Attorney _General 
stated the FBI and ATF are ''pursuing 
all motives, including the-possibility 
that the crime was motivated by tlie 
sexual orientation of the patrons at the 
club." · 
"The Task Force applauds the 
President and the Attorney General's 
statements condemning the bombing of 
the Otherside Lounge, a bar patronized 
by lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and 
transgenders," stated NGLTF executive 
director Kerry Lobel. ''Let this violent 
and despicable ru;;t serve as a reminder 
that more leadership and action is needed 
in ensuring the safety and equality of 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender 
Americans," added Lobel. 
Friday's bombing highlights the 
lack of civil rights laws in Georgia for 
its gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgen-
der citizens. According to NGLTF, 
Georgia's civil rights and hate crimes 
laws do not include sexual orientation. 
The state also has a same-gender sod-
omy law. '"Ibis bombing underscores 
the vital importance of hate crime laws 
in every state, including Georgia, and the 
absolute necessity that crimes based on 
sexual orientation be included in those 
laws," stated Lobel, According to 
NGLTF 19 states and the District of 
Columbia have hate crimes laws that 
include sexual orientation, while 19 
states have hate crime laws that do not 
include ~exual orientation. Georgia is 
one of 12 states with no hate crimes law. 
NGLTF urges anyone with infor-
mation about the Atlanta bombings to 
call FBI and Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco 
and Firearms hotline at 1-888-ATF-
BOMB. 
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Partisans Eye Effect of Sarne-Sex 
marriage ban on Gay Rights 
Stop LD 1017: The Marriage and Family 
Protection bill! 
If passed, this bill will prohibit same-gender couples from receiving the same legal 
protections accorded heterosexual couples through one of the most widely recognized 
civil contracts: marriage. by Francis X. Quinn AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) _ Could 
the Maine referendum drive to ban 
same-sex marriage help promote pas-
sage of a state gay rights bill? 
With both measures pending be-
fore the Legislarure's Judiciary Commit-
tee, it is too early to say. But some gay 
rights advocates believe the presence of 
the marriage ban on the legislative 
agenda may work to their advantage. 
"I suppose on the one hand, it 
could," said Sen. Joel Abramson, R-
Portland, the chief sponsor of the bill to 
add sexual orientation to the list of pro-
tected categories in Maine's human 
rights law. 
Abramson reasons that for law-
makers weighing the issue of gay mar-
riage, "there may be some who say, well, 
that's going too far, but I'm willing to 
support the human rights bill." 
"On the other hand," Abramson 
adds, "I hope it doesn't confuse people, 
because from that point of view it could 
hurt." 
Some proponents of the gay rights 
measure say it was the latter concern that 
motivated discussion about letting the 
Legislature take up the citizen initiative 
immediately without referring it to com-
mittee. 'Their thinking assumed that the 
same-sex marriage ban will be enacted 
one way or the other _ either by law-
makers themselves or by state voters at 
referendum. 
After all, Congress and President 
Clinton approved a-federal Defense of 
Marriage Act last fall and 17 states have 
banned gay marriages. 
Allowing Maine lawmakers to ap-
prove a same-sex marriage ban right 
away, according to some pro-gay rights 
partisans, might set ' up debate on 
Abramson's anti-discrimination mea-
sure in a less emotionally charged atmo-
sphere. 
In the end, however, the initiative 
to ban same-sex marriage was routinely 
referred to committee. Abramson says 
he only hopes that the panel will take up 
the two matters separately. 
Vice Chairman Lawrence 
Lockman of Concerned Maine Families, 
the organization that has spearheaded the 
proposed ban on same-sex marriage, 
says it is a "good question" whether the 
push for gay rights will benefit from the 
debate over the citizen initiative. 
The issue of same-sex marriage 
may make gay rights "look moderate by 
comparison" to some lawmakers, said 
Lockman. But, he adds, "the way we 
look at it, ... they are at root the very 
same issues because they are based on 
the same legal premise .... Do gays and 
lesbians qualify as a group that gets pro-
tected group status?" 
Lockman said gay rights oppo-
nents hope to make a successful stand 
in the House of Representatives, which 
Abramson suggests will be the key 
battleground. In the event that the mea-
sure is enacted, Lockman said it was 
likely the opponents would mount a ref-
erendum challenge known as a people's 
veto. 
Abramson's bill would cover em-
ployment, housing, public accommoda-
tions and credit, exempting religious 
organizations. 
Co-sponsors include the chairmen 
of the Judiciary Committee that will re-
view it. 
.--- Key Points: Without the legal right to a civil ma:.riage, same-gender couples do not 
have family health coverage, medical and bereavement leave, child custody, tax benefits 
and pension plans. · 
tion! 
*LD 1017 is Unfair!* 
This bill will not require any religion to perform or recognize these marriages. 
*LD 1017 is ·unnecessary!* 
The U.S. Supreme court declared marriage a fundamental right under the .constitu-
*LD 1017 is Unconstitutional!* 
Here's how you can help: 
Contact your legislator a11d tell her or him to vote NO on LD 1017. 
If your legislator agrees with you, ask her or him to testify when this bill is heard in 
a public hearing. J 
, Long-time couples (15+ years) are needed to speak at a public hearing. It's reward~~ 
.1 ing and you' ll get plenty of moral support! If interested, contact MLGPA at 1-800-55~' 
MLGPA or 761-3732. 
More to come! 
MLGPA is tracking this legislative session's important bills that affect our lives: An 
Act to Prevent Discrimination based on sexual orientation, An Act to Provide Confidenti-
ality of Health Care Information and an Act regarding Collection of Bias Motivation Data 
Through Uniform Crime Reporting. 
Make that call! Leave a message for your ... 
.. . State Senator at: 1-800-423-6900 or 1-207-287-1540 
... State Representative at: 1-800-423-2900 or 1-207-287-1400 
The "Marriage and Family Protection Bill" denies gay and lesbian couples the right 
to equal benefits through civil marriage. Stop LD 1017 ! 
MLGPA P.O. Box 232 Hallowell, ME 04347 AN ACT TO PREVENT DISCRIMI-
NATION MLGPA Lobbies for Equal Protection 
This bill will finally make it illegal to discriminate against people in Maine based 
solely on their sexual orientation. It says that you cannot be fired from a job, evicted from 
an apartment, denied a loan, or turned away from a restaurant or hotel if you are, or some-
one just thinks you are gay, lesbian, or bisexual. This bill will provide the same protections 
that already exist on the basis of age, sex, race, marital status, disability, religion and 
national origin under the Maine Human Rights Act. Connecticut, Massachusetts, Ver-
mont, and Rhode· Island have already outlawed this kind of discrimination. 
Maine still has discrimination! 
In a recent Maine survey, ninety-four percent of gays , lesbians, and bisexuals re-
sponding have been victims of some form of discrimination. Hate-crime statistics prove 
that the number of anti-gay beatings and harassment is rising throughout the state. Some 
· victims are afraid to press charges, when it means they could be fired or evicted just for 
corning forward. Special remedies, not special rights 
Some people think it's their right to discriminate against lesbians, gays and bisexu-
als. Remember - this kind of prejudice is still legal in the State of Maine. All across this 
country.the religious right is battling to impose its fundamentalist doctrine on lawmakers 
and cit.&ens alike. These same extremists have opposed almost every civil rights effort in 
the past. Now they want us all to believe that these basic human rights we seek are special. 
Religious freedom will be maintained 
This bill specifically says that all religious organizations are guaranteed the right to 
practice their faith according to their beliefs. 
What you can do to help: 
write your legislator, express your concern for equal treatment for everyone! 
Phone your legislator (for representatives call 1-800-423-2900, for senators call 1-
800-423-6900) 
volunteer your time (we have a constituent lobby day and a public hearing on the bill 
corning soon) 
call MLGPA, leave your name, address, and phone number, and we'll call you soon 
about when, where, and how we need your time and effort. 
MLGPA .... . 1-800-556-5472 or 761-3732 in Portland 
Freed.om to Marry Roundtable 1~ PARKSIDE ti 
I WOMEN'S COUNSELING by Angel Castro 
The Freedom to Marry Roundtable 
is a body of both individuals and orga-
nizations su~h as GLAD, Maine Civil 
Liberties Union, Maine Legal, Maine 
Speakout Project and The Matlovich 
Society. Their goal is to educate and 
inform people regarding issues concern-
ing same gender marriage. 
Their hope is that members of the 
community be capable of speaking ef-
fectively and supportively on the sub-
ject of same gender marriage. One of 
the speakers, Sue Hyde, Field Organizer 
for the National Gay Lesbian Task Force 
(NGLTF) asked a question that surpris-
ingly enough many people do not have . 
a clear answer to, the question was 
"What is marriage?" The answer is; Mar-
riage is a basic human right. Marriage 
is an individual, personal, choice. And 
so it should be for all Americam. 
The efforts of the Roundtable are 
not intended to force any religion to ei-
ther recognize or perform same-gender 
marriage ceremonies but to remind all 
people that there is and should be sepa-
ration of Church and State, not just in 
theory but also in practice. We, as 
Americans; have basic constitutional 
rights and as a 'society we must respect -
and protect those rights for everyone. 
This is not an issue of "special rights" 
but rather one of "basic rights". 
Members of the community must 
ban together to insure and defend those 
precious rights. Speak with your fami-
lies and friends and more importantly 
write a letter to your Congressmen and 
to our Governor Angu~ King and let him 
know that "No one can justify Equal 
Rights oi). a limited basis.". 
The Freedom to Marry Roundtable 
met March 1st at the YWCA and con-
tinue to meet on a regular basis. FMI 
call Maine Speakout Project (2<r7) 879-
0480 . 
Confidential Affordable Ernpc>W9ring Psychotherlpy 
Vivian Wadas, L.C.P .C., Lesbian Feminist Practitioner 
(207) 77 4 • 2403 
236 Park Avenue, Portland, ME 04102-2926 
LHP/SM Offers Free Cancer Screening Clinic 
The Lesbian Health Project of Southern Maine, in conjunction with Portland 
Public Health, will offer a Cancer Screening Clinic for Lesbians on Saturday, 
March 15 from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
The screening includes a pap, pelvic, and breast exam. 
Services are offered free of charge; donations large and small enable LHP/SM 
to continue offering services. If you would like to send a donation to help 
sponsor this clinic, please make your check payable to LHP/SM and mail to PO 
Box 11048 Portl~1d ME 04101. 
To set up an appointment, and to see if you qualify for a free mammogram, call 
LHP/SM at (207)657-5864. . 
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''Don't ask Don't tell'' Doesn't work 
by Robert Burns 
WASHINGTON (AP).:... More 
members of the military are being kicked 
out for homosexuality than when Presi-
dent Clinton entered office pledging to 
stop discrimination against gays in uni-
form, according to Pentagon figures re-
leased Wednesday. 
The Pentagon said it couldn't ex,-
plain the increase, but a legal aid group 
that is an advocate for gay rights said it 
shows commanders are conducting 
witch hunts and investigating women 
who spurn men's sexual advances. 
Asked about the figures during a 
photo session, .Defense Secretary Will-
iam Cohen said he was not familiar with 
the details but said it was his understand-
ing that "gyrations" occur from year to 
year in the numbers. The current num-
bers do not "warrant a change in policy," 
he said 
"I don't think you can call it a dis-
mal failure," Cohen said of the 
Pentagon's approach. 
The Servicemembers Legal De-
fense Network, which provides legal aid 
to troops accused of homosexuality, pub-
lished Defense Department figures that 
show the number of service members 
discharged for homosexuality jumped to 
850 in 1996 from 722 in 1995. The num-
ber was 682 in 1993, Clinton's first year 
in office. 
That figure represents an 18 per-
cent increase over the previous year and 
a42 percent increase from 1994, the year 
in which the policy, designed to help end 
discrimination against gays in the mili-
tary, was put into effect. Of that, 29 per-
cent of those discharged for homosexu-
ality in the last fiscal year were women, 
even though women make up only 13 
percent of active-duty service members. 
Army Gen. John Shalikashvili, 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
said the "don't ask, don't tell" policy 
adopted in the first Clinton adminjstra-
tion was intended "to make life more 
tolerable and to be more inclusive then 
exclusive." 
"If the allegations in the study are 
in fact correct, that's an aberration that 
must be corrected," Shalikashvili said 
during a question-and-answer session at 
American University. · 
Michelle Benecke, a retired Army 
captain who is a co-director of the legal 
aid group, -told a news conference the 
military is routinely violating its own 
policy by investigating suspicions or 
rumors of homosexuality without cred-
ible evidence. 
She said women, both lesbians and 
heterosexuals, are accused of being gay 
when they reject sexual advances or re-
port sexual abuse. She said some women 
report giving in to sexual demands in 
order to avoid being rumored to be ales-
bian. 
'The result is a command climate 
where 'anything goes' in the pursuit of 
suspected gay personnel," she said. 
After resistance from the Pentagon 
and the Congress to his original ,prom-
ise of a blanket moratorium on anti-gay 
discrimination in the military, Clinton 
struck an awkward "don't ask, don't tell" 
compromise in 1994. 
' The policy is supposed to allow 
homosexuals to serve if they keep their 
sexual orientation private, and, punish 
those who engage in homosexual acts 
or take actions that call attention to their 
orientation. Commanders are not to ask 
about sexual orientation or launch inves-
tigations without credible evidence. 
Benecke said her organization, 
through its contact with service mem-
bers fighting dismissals, had recorded 
hundreds of instances of "don't ask, 
don't tell" violations. Some are deliber-
ate abuses, but many are the result of 
commanders not having been adequately 
trained in executing the policy, Benecke 
said. 
She said there is a "wink-and-smile 
attitude" among senior commanders to-
ward witch hunts. 
Maj. Monica Aloisio, a Pentagon 
spokeswoman, said the Def~nse Depart-
ment was aware of the assertions that it 
has not faithfully followed its policy on 
gays. 
"We will review the report care-
fully and if there is credible and specific 
information presented in this regard, we 
will look into the allegations and take 
appropriate action," she said. 
The Pentagon promised to look 
into similar allegations made by the 
same group last year, but it never issued 
a public report of findings. Aloisio, the 
spokeswoman, said the Pentagon could 
not explain the increase in gays dis-
charged fr.om the service. 
"We just don't know," she said. 
Appearing at the news conference 
was Nicole Galvan, who said she was 
forced out of West Point last year after 
her commander questioned her about her 
sexual orientation. After she refused to 
answer, she was forced to surrender a 
personal diary which she had started af-
ter her mother died two years earlier. She 
said her computer e-mail files also were · 
confiseated. 
"I felt violated and humiliated," 
Galvan, 22, told reporters. "I felt alone, 
confused, afraid." . 
She has asked the Army's inspec-
tor general to investigate her case. 
Bishop under fire for offering services 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP)_ The 
spiritual leader of Rochester's Roman 
Catholics says he can uphold the 
church's teachings on homosexuality 
while offering gays and lesbians a 
chance to participate in a special service. 
Bishop Matthew Clark, head of the 
400,000-member Diocese of Rochester, 
plans to offer a Mass for gay and les-
bian Catholics on March 1 at Sacred 
Heart Cathedral, the Rochester Demo-
crat and Chronicle reported today. 
The Mass has already generated 
phone calls and letters, diocesan Qfficials 
said. '. · ' 
"I really don't think it's a very good 
idea," said Dee Dries, a member of the 
local chapter of Catholics United for the 
Faith. 'The bishop is disloyal to the Holy 
Father in promoting this. In many places 
in the Bible homosexuality is called an 
abomination." 
Clark told the newspaper that he 
hopes to make gays and lesbians feel 
Aid Sought for Gay Holocaust Victims 
by Alexander G. Higgins 
Geneva (AP) _A homosexual delegation met with Swiss officials Thursday to urge 
that gays receive a fair share of a new $71 million humanitarian fund for needy Holocaust 
victims. 
Homosexuals were among those groups_ including Jews, gypsies, Slavs and com-
munists_ targeted by the Nazis for concentration camps and extermination. 
The meeting in the Swiss capital of Bern came a day after the Swiss government 
formally founded the fund. The gay organization Pink Cross argued that money should aid 
any Holocaust victim, regardless of race or religion, or political or sexual orientation. 
"We had the feeling that we were met with open ears," said Pink Cross spokesman 
Rolf Gerber. He said the meeting with the government's task force on Holocaust victims 
was "very open and productive." 
Pink Cross will work to put needy homosexual Holocaust victims in touch with 
the fund's administrators, Gerber said. Meanwhile, government officials said it would take 
several weeks to ready the account so that the first payments can be made. 
Even as the humanitarian fund is being set up, researchers are uncovering more 
details both on those who died in the war and the perpetrators _ and their links to neutral 
Switzerland. 
Expert investigators heard this week that there is evidence that a top official of a 
major German bank dealt extensively on the black market, from a base in a posh Zurich 
hotel, in jewels, bank notes and gold coins looted by the Nazis. 
And a 146-page report prepared by Swiss historians for investigators documents 
cases of relatives running into a stonewall in trying to claim their inheritance from assets in 
· Switzerland. 
Under heavy international pressure, Switzerland is undertaking a thorough review 
of its wartime role to see whether compensation should be paid to Holocaust victims or 
their heirs for any Swiss wrongs. Jewish organizations claim that Swiss banks hold up to 
$7 billion in assets and interest owed Holocaust victims. 
So far only the largest Swiss banks have donated money to the fund, but insurance 
companies and other firms as well as the S~iss government may give later. 
welcome in the church, and said Catho-
lics sh,ould not equate offering Mass for 
homosexuals witl{endorsing homosexu-
ality. 
'That puzzles me in light of the 
fact that I have gone to the Monroe 
County Jail every Christmas morning for 
18 years and no one says to me, 'by gath-
ering those people, you are blessing ar-
son and grand theft and murder and 
rape,"' Clark said. "We have gathered 
all kinds of people all through the years 
without making any dreadful judg-
ments." 
.'fbe Mass for gays and lesbians 
will be a relatively rare one. Only a hand-
ful of the 150 dioceses in th{United 
States have held such liturgies, and only 
about 30 have any form of outreach min-
istry for gays and lesbians, church offi-
cials said. 
While the church recognizes ho-
mosexuality as an orientation, it de-
scribes homosexual activity as a sin. 
Minorities increasingly feel the effects of AIDS 
Milwaukee (AP) Women, minorities and children increasingly are feeling the effect 
of the AIDS epidemic, a report on Milwaukee-area HIV cases shows. 
Minorities accounted for 75 percent of newly-reported cases of HIV infection in the 
city of Milwaukee in 1995. 
New cases among women have doubled in the past five years, according to the report 
by community and government health agencies. In the past, gay white men have borne the 
brunt of the epidemic. 
The trends show the need to move beyond safe-sex campaigns aimed at gay men and 
needle exchange programs for drug users and to offer additional prevention programs to 
reach women of child-bearing age and youths, said City Health Commissioner Paul Nannis. 
The programs might inclu~e such strategies as training women to be AIDS preven-
tion experts in their neighborhoods and within special risk groups such as female partners 
of drug users, he said. 
'There's nothing as· effective as a neighbor talking to a neighbor" to drive home a 
health message, Nannis said. 
The report was prepared by the HIV Planning Council and the Ryan White HIV 
Services Consortium, which qversees use of federal Ryan White Care Act money. The 
groups include representatives of community and AIDS service groups. · 
'l_'wo years ago,. city ?fficials called a meeting of some of the groups to develop a 
s~ateg1c plan for d~lmg w1thA!DS on the local level. The intent was to build on a preven-
tJ.on plan by the Milwaukee Indian Health Board in 1993 and a care and treatment plan by 
the consortium in 1991. 
It was estimated in 1991 that 12,600 people in the Milwaukee area would be. infected 
with HIV by 1995, but only 5,300 were. 
Pat McManus, director of the Black Health Coalition, which wrote the prevention 
part ~f the report, said ~t affirmed tren~ that local health officials knew were happening on 
a natJ.onal scale, especially the boom m cases among African-Americans. 
Janice Hand, program director of pediatrics at the Medical College of Wisconsin and 
chairwoman of the Ryan White consortium, agreed. 
'The second wave is now much more evident to us. Women and people of color are 
a bigger concern," she said. 
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Sexual Harrassntent can be sante sex 
by Robin Estrin 
BOSTON (AP) _ Lewd gestures, 
raunchy comments, requests for sexual 
favors. 
If they happen in the workplace, 
they're grounds for a sexual harassment 
lawsuit_ even if both the aggressor and 
the victim are heterosexual men, Mas-
sachusetts ' highest court ruled Tuesday. 
The issue of same-sex harassment 
has confronted courts around the nation, 
with varying results. 
The Massachusetts Supreme Judi-
cial Court ruled Tuesday that three 
former male employees of a Massachu-
setts lumber yard were entitled to com-
pensation after being sexually harassed 
by two male supervisors . 
LeonidMelnychenko, James QUill 
and Stephen LaRochelle worked at a 
West Springfield branch of the national 
chain 84 Lumber Co. between 1989 and 
1990. All three eventually quit. 
The men claimed that their super-
visors, Richard Raab and Eliasel Roque, 
subjected them to a constant stream of 
verbal and physical abuse. They said 
Raab grabbed their genitals, fondled 
their buttocks, exposed hi~elf to them 
and requested sexual favors. 
Raab and Roque were fired after 
the allegations were raised. 
The employees sued the company, 
and Hampden County Judge Daniel Ford 
awarded the men a total of about 
$144,000 in June 1993 on the grounds 
of sexual harassment. Lawyers for the 
men said the total figure will nearly triple 
including interest and attorneys fees fol-
lowing the SJC's decision: 
Ford described Raab's conduct as 
"demented, revolting and positively out-
rageous." 
The lumber company, which is 
based just south of Pittsburgh, appealed 
to the SJC, arguing the conduct could 
not be sexual harassment because all the 
men involved were heterosexual. 
If the victims were women, it 
would have been sexual harassment; if 
the victims were gay, it might have been 
sexual harassment as well, the lawyers 
said. 
''We felt that the ~onduct no mat-
ter.how gross it is if it's not based upon 
the person's sex, it's not actionable," said 
84 Lumber attorney Robert Bosilovic. 
The SJC, however, agreed with the 
employees, saying sexual harassment 
can apply to situations where both the 
harasser and the harassed are the same 
gender and the same sexual orientation. 
"Nowhere is discrimination be-
cause of a victim's sex made an essen-
tial element of a sexual harassment claim 
in Massachusetts," Chief Justice Herbert 
Wilkins wrote. 
Massachusetts law defines sexual 
harassment as "sexual advances, re-
quests for sexual favors and other ver-
bal or physical conduct of a sexual na-
'ture." · 
Justices Francis O ' Connor and 
Neil Lynch dissented, saying the plain-
tiffs did not prove that they were sexu-
ally harassed because of their gender. 
The U.S. Supreme Court has never 
ruled on the matter, although several at-
torneys interviewed said they feel it's 
only a matter of time before it does. 
Federal courts have come to dif-
ferent conclusions. In Chicago last year, 
for example, a federal judge said same-
gender sexual harassment is not a basis 
for court action under civil rights law. 
Charlie Ryan, one of the lawyers 
for the former employees, hailed the 
Massachusetts decision. 
Ryan said he and others feared that 
the lumber company 's reasoning would 
require plaintiffs and defendants to dis-
cuss their sexual orientation in court. 
, . 'That really would be a devastat-
ing exercise," he said. "I don't think 
there's anything more personal or more 
intimate than one's sexual orientation." 
Moreover, observers said, sexual 
orientation shouldn't matter. 
"I think that the progress of our 
civilization is to recognize that exploi-
tation is exploitation regardless of the 
sex of the people or the sexual orienta-
tion," said Paul Merry, a Boston attor-
ney who specializes in employment dis-
crimination cases. 
Mary Bonauto, a lawyer for Gay 
& LesbianAdvocates & Defenders, said 
the SJC's decision will avoid a "wild 
goose chase" into proving whether a vic-
tim of harassment or a harasser is gay. 
Three-Drug. contbination effective against AIDS 
by Paul Recer 
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Deaths 
and infections were reduced by half 
among AIDS pati_ents taking a three-drug 
combination that includes a new pro-
tease i,nhibitor drug, researchers say. 
The National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases announced 
Monday that a national test of drug com-
binations found that AIDS patients tak-
ing zido'Vudine, lami vu dine and 
indinavir had half the cancers, infections 
and deaths of patients who were taking 
a two-drug combination. 
Dr. Scott Hammer of Beth Israel 
Deaconess Hospital at Harvard Medical 
School in Boston, national coordinator 
of the study, said all patients in the study 
are now being given the oppprtunity to 
switch to the three-drug combination or 
to other experimental regimens. 
' 'We have moved very quickly on 
this," he said. 
Hammer said that by last Friday 
letters had gone out to all of the centers 
and patients in the drug trials, notifying 
them of the findings and offering pa-
tients the chance to select a new drug 
combination. 
He emphasized, however, that no 
patients should change their medication 
routine until they have consulted with 
their doctors. · 
Zidovudine is also known as Azr 
and lamivudine is known as 3TC. They 
are in a class of drugs known as reverse 
transcriptase inhibitors. The third drug, 
indinavir; is one of a new class of com-
pounds called protease inhibitors. The 
two classes of drugs attack HIV, the 
AIDS virus, in different ways. 
The drug trials, said Dr. Anthony 
S. Fauci, "confirm the importance of 
including protease inhibitors in treat-
ment strategies for patients with ad-
vanced HIV disease." 
"Significantly, the current study 
provides additional evidence that com-
~ bination approaches using protease in-
Daffodil ~ays and the 
American Cancer 
Society 
The Cumberland Unit of the American 
Cancer Society is pleased to announce that a 
committee has been formed to plan the upcom-
ing Daffodil Days. This event, held by the 
American Cancer Society, ra~es money to sup-
port its efforts to eliminate cancer as a major 
health problem. 
The chairwoman this year is Carol 
Lavigne. Carol works as a financial analyst at 
Diversified Communications in Portland. 
When asked why she became involved in this 
event, she stated "I wanted to volunteer because 
almost everyone I know has been touched by 
cancer in some way. Daffodil Days, in par-
ticular, offers an opportunity for everyone in 
the community to participate in the fund-rais-
ing efforts of the American Cancer Society." 
Other committee members are: RebeccaAndrews, Amber Grant, Earl Jeffries , Debbie 
Manning, Terri Powell, Stacey Silvers, Carla Stenber, Charlotte Sullivan, Gordon Keenan, 
Peter Rapier, ACS Prostate Group, and the Windham High School National Honor Society. 
In addition, Andy MacLean is serving as Income Development Leader and Jennifer Weast 
as Communications Leader, with Linda Rohret as Executive Director. 
Daffodil Days this year will be March 20, 21 , and 22nd. Please contact the American 
Cancer Society at 1-800-464-3102 if you are interested in either volunteering for this event 
or ordering flowers . 
hibitors can reduce the risk of death," 
said Fauci, director of the NIAID, the 
agency that supported the drug trial. 
Hammer said officials directing the 
national study moved swiftly after an 
independent data and safety panel moni-
toring the trials recommended ending the 
tests because it was clear patients on the 
three-drug combination were getting sig-
nificant benefit. 
The trial had tested 1, 156 HIV pa-
tients at 33 different hospitals or clinics 
across the nation. The patients had been 
enrolled in the study for up to a year, 
with a median participation of 38 weeks. 
Patients were randomly assigned to 
receive either all three of the drugs, or 
AZf, 3TC and a placebo. 
"Survival and a delay in disease 
progression were significantly better in 
patients receiving the triple combination 
therapy," the NIAID reported. 
Among patients on the triple drug 
combination, there were 33 instances of 
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disease progression while there were 66 
instances among patients taking only 
AZf, 3TC and a placebo. Eight patients 
on the triple drug combination died, 
while 18 among the other group died. 
For patients with a CD4 T-cell 
count of fewer than 50 per cubic milli-
meter, a very low level, ''the benefit was 
statistically significant," the agency said. 
CD4 T-cells, the white blood cells 
that are a key element of the body 's im-
mune system, are the primary targets of 
HIV. Healthy levels are 800 to 1,200 per 
cubic millimeter of blood. · 
The Treatment Action Group, an 
AIDS activist organization, said the re-
sults of the triple combination drug trial 
"could help to revolutionize treatment 
for most people with AIDS." 
' 'This study is helping us to rethink 
the way we use anti-HIV drugs," said 
Spencer Cox, a director at TAG. "For 
now, the era of one-drug treatments with 
modestly potent anti-virals is over." 
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News from the Granite ·state 
CVS sued for sexual, Anti-Gay harass01ent 
by Katharine Webster 
CONCORD, N.H. (AP)_Richard 
Provencher says he's always been a pri-
vate person who minded his own busi-
ness but found himself harassed for be-
ing gay and ultimately being fired when 
he protested. · 
He is suing the Woonsocket, R.1.-
based CVS drug store chain. He says he 
was harassed sexually by his woman 
boss and taunted for being homosexual 
but managers failed to intervene and 
found a pretext to fire him. 
"I've always grown up a private 
person," he said. "You live your private 
life, you're the guys next door_ you're 
not the couple next door," Provencher 
said. 
"I never asked for anything special. 
I just wanted equal rights I basically 
never even asked for my rights. I was 
just doing my job, and I was an outstand-
ing performer for them," he said. 
Provencher, who -now works for · 
the U.S. Postal Service at a much lower 
salary than he earned with CVS, said he 
had encountered discrimination in his 
personal life. But the · New Hampshire 
native who grew up going to Catholic 
schools and is a registered Republican, 
said he had never been an activist for gay 
rights. 
In a telephone interview last week, 
however, Provencher said he could not 
discuss details of the case in which jury 
selectiol) was set to begin today in U.S. 
District Court. ,, 
Although_New Hampshire law does 
not prohibit workplace discrimination 
against gays and lesbians, Provencher 
argues the harassment was a breach of 
contract because it violated CVS' own 
anti-discrimination policy, according to 
court records. 
Jill Blackmer, a Concord lawyer 
specializing in employment law, said 
such lawsuits can be successful if the 
company explicitly prohibits discrimina-
tion against homosexuals. However, 
many companies say they "strive" for ·a 
discrimination-free workplace, but make 
no promises, she said. 
Provencher also is suing for sexual 
harassment and illegal retaliation under 
the federal civil rights law that prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of sex, Title 
VII. He also names several individual 
managers, claiming "intentional inflic-
tion of emotional distress." 
Provencher, a Manchester resident, 
was hired by CVS as an assistant store 
manager in 1988 and was promoted to 
manager at a different store before be-
ing fired in 1995, a few months after fil-
ing discrimination complaints with the 
state Human Rights Commission and the 
federal Equal Employment Oppo~nity 
Commission. · · 
He suffered no harassment at his 
first store placement, in. Plaistow, but 
after he was transferred to the Hudson 
store in November 1989, his new boss 
made it clear "she didn't want a man in 
the store" and it was "her goal to have 
the first all-female store," court records 
said. 
The store manager, Deborah 
Banaian, called him a "faggot,' '. a 
"queer," and a "dick," and made him ask 
permission to use the bathroom. She also 
grabbed his buttocks and crotch and took 
off her pants and shirt in front of him, 
making sexual gestures and claimjng she 
could make him into "areal man," court 
records said. 
Meanwhile, she gave him an ex-
cessive number of written warnings 
about his job performance, court records 
said. Later, Banaian told him she had 
acted at the encouragement of the dis-
trict manager. 
· When Provencher complained to 
CVS managers, including one who gave 
a company workshop on sexual harass-
ment, he was told to keep quiet or to put 
the harassment behind him, court records 
said; when he filed written grievances 
with the company, CVS failed to inves-
tigate. _ _ 
That changed when he filed com-
plaints with the state and federal civil 
rights agencies, the lawsuit said. CVS 
initiated an investigation and banned 
Banaian from the Salem store 
Provencher was managing at the time. 
However, Provenc)ler was fired in 
May 1995 after refusing to tum over his 
checks for jury duty to a different dis-
trict manager. He said the district man-
ager refused to give him a receipt; CVS 
said he was fired for falsifying or alter-
ing payroll records. 
Deborah Banain has counter-sued 
A request front Dignity Ne'W .Hantpshire 
. . . t - ,;,.. .. 
Dear Friend of Dignity 
On behalf of the Board 
of Dignity/New England, we 
are seeking your help in as-
sisting us in obtaining prizes/ 
donations for our Raffle 
which will take place in April 
1997. The proceeds from this 
raffle will enable us to offer 
scholarships to those in need 
from the New England Re-
gion who would like to attend 
the Biannual -Dignity/USA 
Convention, which will take 
place ·in Boston during the 
month of July. 
Our goal is to solicit of-
ferings from those Hotels, 
Motels, B & B's, etc, in the 
Provincetown and Ongonquit 
areas. This would enable our 
raffle tickets to be sold to both 
the gay and straight commu-
nities as well as' members froin 
outside New England who 
would like to take advantage 
of the prizes during vacations, , 
holidays away, etc. As always, 
any offerings which you may 
give to us, to be presented as a 
prize, will be subject to any r~-
strictions as deemed by your-
self. 
Those of you who would 
be so kind as to donate a prize 
to us will receive a Certificate 
of Donation for your tax 
records. All donations to Dig-
nity/New England are tax de-
ductible up to the fullest 
amount allowed by IRS regu-' 
lations. 
Herbal Suuport for Ille Mem111a11~al \' ean 
Monday March 3rd 7:00-8:JOpm 
Rebecca Petee, herbalist at Harbour Women's Health-will talk about how to take care of ow selves 
with herbs from the peri-menopausal years through the post-menopausal years. 
Women's Writin2 & Women's Wisdom for Vinta2e Womr.n (50+1 
Wednesday, March 5th 6:30-8:JOpm 
Women authors have given us much material for dignifying and enjoying our new "matwity" Together 
with Sally Wool, M.Ed. , we will sample their thoughts and shuc some of our own. Call for reading li~t 
Naturopatllic Medicine for Ille Menopausal Years 
Tuesday, April 15th, 7:00-8 :JOpm 
.Come join local naturopathic doctor, Kristy Fassler, from North Coast Family I lealtl1 and explore 
such questions as the pros a11d co11s of hormo11e rep/aceme11t therapy and /1<mori111f life d1a11,:e.f. 
For those of you who may 
not know what Dignity is, let 
me take a minute to give you a 
brief description of our mis-
sion. Dignity is a national or-
ganization of gay, lesbian, 
transgendered and bisexual 
Catholics, as well as their fami-
lies, friends and loved ones who 
come together to create com-
munity. OUr goal is to affirm 
each other in our faith, as well 
as to promote the Catholic tra-
dition through liturgy, prayer, 
retreats, social activities, com-
munity building activities and 
service projects. There are 
Chapters of Dignity in the fol-
lowing New England areas: 
Boston, Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Fall River, Hartford, New 
Haven, Providence-and Provin-
cetown. 
We are asking that if you 
can help us through a donation 
of a weekend stay or one or two 
night stay, please advise us at 
the above address by March 17, 
1997. As we stated;"'earlier, 
whatever you can do to assist 
us would be greatly appreci-
ated. 
On behalf of the Board of 
Directors for Dignity/New En-
gland, we thank you in advance 
for your generosity in assisting 
us in our Raffle. If there are 
any questions or if you would 
like more specific details, 
please do not hesitate to call us 
at the following numbers: Jim 
Profiro-Bond (603-464-6546) 
or Philippe Lachance (603-
647-9712). May the Lord bless 
you in your business and in 
your support of Dignity. 
Sincerely 
James F._ Profio-Bond, 
Treasurer, Dignity/New Hamp-




SHIRE PO Box 7 Manchester, 
New Hampshire 03105 603-
647-0206 . 
Jree Women's .Senhh £xnms 
Saturdays from 9:00am ~ 12:0011111 
March 8th, March 22nd, April 5th and April, 19!h 
Please call for an appointment at 431-1669 
If you are a woman over 40 and need health services or have any questions, 
please give us a call at 431-1669 
"·· ·'-'i· 
Crunch tinte for HB 421 ,· 
Anti dis . ·- . ti B-·11 - cnnnna · on, .1 ·. ' . ' }. 
The Coalition to End Discrimi- Jeanne Shaheen voted for a previous 
nation (CED) is busy preparing for the version of this bill (HB1432) in 1994, 
upcoming hearings on the bill which and we expect that once this bill reaches 
will add "sexual orientation" to New her desk that she will sign it into law. 
Hampshire's Law Against Discrimina- What you can do NOW to help get 
tlon. The bill now has a number - HB this legislation passed: Contact.the mem-
421 (It is currently and fondly referred bers of the House Judiciary Committee 
· to as ·"the Bill formerly known as and let them know that you are in favor 
1294"). It is anticipated that it will be of this bill (letters are good, but phone 
heard by the House Judiciary and Fam- calls and personal visits are best). The 
ily Law Committee in late February or names, phone numbers and addresses of 
early March. Last year, after putting the the committee members are included in 
bill into extended study, the Judiciary this issue of CPR: <Also, contact your1 
Committee overwhelmingly voted th~ · friends and family and let them know . 
"it ought ~o pass," but no action was about this bill and why it is important. 
taken before. the end of the 1996 ses- Please be polite! In the past this com-
sion. mittee and the House itself have sup-
We have reason to hope that this ported us-both parties. There are three .. 
year's Legislature will vote favorably 
on the bill. In addition, Governor 
points that we need to educate people 
on: 
. 1. Discrimination· is -AL WAYS 
wrong. 
- 2. Discrimination based on sexual 
orientation exists in New Hampshire. 
3. This bill protects everyone 
(straight and gay) from discrimination 
based on sexual orientation; it is not a 
"Gay Rights" bill. 
We will continue to let you know 
about the progress of the bill and how 
you can help make New Ha.pipshire the · 
10th state to have this protection for its 
citizens. 
Information provided by CAGLR. 
(NH Citizen's Alliance for Gay & Les-
bian Rights) 
Anti-Smne Sex Marriage· Bill in House 
Judiciary Collllllittee 
House Bill 260, defining mar-
riage in New Hampshire as a union of 
"one man and one woman," was heard 
by the House Judiciary Committee on 
February 6 and 13. This bill, sponsored 
by Representative Paul Mirski of 
Enfield, would place the language of the 
so-called "Defense of Marriage Act" 
(passed by the US Congress lastAugust), 
into New Hampshire law. Current law 
already pro1'i,bits same gender marriage. · 
A reeent court case in Hawaii showed 
that there is no valid reason .to prohibit · 
same gender marriage. Although a ma= 
jority of US citizens still do not approve 
of these marriages, opposition continues 
to shrink as more and more people meet 
lesbian and gay couples and recognize 
the unfair disadvantages that these 
couples face. 
At the hearings, Representative 
Mirski indicated he thought it was im-
portant that the legislature take up the 
issue. He believes that differences in the 
treatment of same-sex couples should be 
based on real social interests rather than 
discrimination and that the only justifi-
cation he could see for giving legal privi-
leges to married couples involved cre-
ating strong units to care for children. 
He is certainly not homophobic. For 
example, he said his reading of the sci-
entific literature showed gay and lesbian 
parents to be just as good at raising chil-
dren as heterosexuals. During discus-
sions between the hearings, Represen-
tative Mirski and other members of the 
Committee began to understand how 
man),: of our people have or want to.have 
children and how much the denial of 
equal legal status hurts our faµi.ilies. 
Unfortunately, his bill drew out the 
usual "family values" crowd who think 
they can somehow build up their fami-
lies by slandering ours. The head of the 
NH Christian Coalition appeared. The 
Roman Catholic Diocese sent a letter of 
endorsement. On the other hand, 
CAGLR's Mo Baxley denounced the 
Bill in blunt and forceful terms (that 
made the Channel 9 news), and Marcus 
Hum had the Committee laughing as he 
satirized some of the supporters' reason-
ing. Marcus also did a live point-coun-
terpoint against the head of the Chris-
tian Coalition for Channel 9's cable af-
filiate, making the point that several re-
ligious denominations now recognize 
same-sex marriage or unions. The intr~ 
duction of the bill has turned into a posi-
tive education opportunity. There is 
some sentiment in the committee for 
turning the whole thing around into a bill 
allowing domestic partnerships with 
m~y o the legal rights of marriage. 
However, the original bill will still come 
up on the floor of the House, and de-
spite Rep. Mirski's best intentions, if it 
passes, it will be a serious setback for 
our community. 
You can help stop this legislation 
by contacting representatives on the 
House Judiciary Committee, asking 
them to vote either for further study (so 
it can be turned into a domestic partner-
ship bill) or to kill it outright. Their ad-
dresses and phone numbers are included 
in this issue of CPR. 
Outright Facilitators being Recruited 
Concord Outright, a support and 
social group for gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgendered and question ing youth 
is seeking new faciliatory. It meets 
weekly on Thursdays from 7:00to 9:00 
pm. Three v~lunteer facilitators are 
present each week, on a rotating basis 
to provide structure and support to the 
25 - 35 youth attending. 
Meeting since late 1995, Concord 
Outright serves a variety of purposes, 
from simply a safe place to go to once 
a week, to an affirming peer group net-
worlc, to a piace where the hard issues . 
of dealing with sexual orientation get 
listened to. · 
Current facilitators come from di-
verse backgrounds and while some have 
professional ~lls which are valuable to 
the group, the most impo~t skill that 
one can bring is willingness to listen and 
help members help each other. The 
group in many . ways is successful at 
managing its own issues-so don't feel as 
though you have1 to be an experienced 
group leader. 
A social hour and pot luck dinner, 
provided by current facilitators, will be 
held on March 21 from 6:00 to 7:00 pm 
in Concord, location TBA. This is an 
oppo~ty for folks who may be inter-
ested in being a facilitator to hear some 
of the experiences ( and stories) from the 
current facilitators. If you would like to 
attend, or just want more information 
about Outright, ~l Knox Turner at 603-
463-5608. Help provide today's youth 
with a safe place to grow. 
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Now is the Time to help end dis-
crimination based on Sexual Orienta-
ion! 
House Bill 421, which will add 
'Sexual Orientation' to our state 's 
Civi'I Rights Laws, will be heard by 
e House Judiciary and Family Law 
Committee on Tuesday, March 4 at 
1:30 pm in Representatives Hall of_the 
State House in Concord. 
What you need to do Now: 
1. Attend the hearing. We need 
O show the committee that this is an 
important issue. You do not need to 
tify, just your presence in support 
will make a strong statement. 
2. Contact your Representatives 
fore March 12. To find out who 
our representatives are, contact the 
Statehouse at 271-1110, or your local 
own/city hall. 
3. Provide your support to CED. 
ontact us at 224-1686, or 358-6160. 
f you can't provide time, provide 
oney. Any amount will help. Make 
our check payable to: CED, PO Box 
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Women's Wellness Center 
All our programs are free. 
Transpmlalion is available 
with 2 days notice. 
Wo do request donations 
to support us In 
continuing our work. 
Corne hang out, drink tea, network, 
read a book, or allcnd a workshop 
For more i11(ormation, 
nnll 4.11-1fiR9 
A Special Donation in memory of a beloved Classmate 
The Ashland Community High 
School Class of 1976 recently made a 
$400 donation to the HEALTH 1st 
"Aroostook Community and Provider 
HIV/AIDS Education Project". This 
donation was made m the memory of 
their beloved friend and classmate Bryon 
Dale Boutot. 
Originally from Portage Lake, 
Byron was salutatorian of the ACHS 
class of 1976. He went on to study 
French at the University of Maine at 
Orono, including studying abroad in 
Rennes, France. After graduating from 
UMO, Bryon lived in San Francisco 
until his death in 1993 from AIDS-re-
lated complications. 
According to Debra Madore, Com-
m unity Education Specialist for 
HEALTH 1st, "This donation will assist 
with a very special effort. People in-
fected and affected by HIV/AIDS in 
Aroostook County often feel a sense of 
isolation. They may be afraid to talk 
about what is happening, or has hap-
pened, to them or their loved ones. This 
fear may prevent them from seeking the 
services that could be helpful to them." 
In an effort to assist these individu-
als in accessing helpful services, a cli-
rectory of support people and agencies 
is being deve~oped. This directory will 
facilitate the referral process, making it 
easier for individuals to get the help they 
so desperately need. The directory will 
be distributed to all the providers listed 
within it, as well as people living with 
HIV/AIDS and their families, friends 
and care providers. The directory will 
also be distributed to individuals who 
test positive through HEALTH 1st HIV 
Antibody Testing and Counseling Ser-
vices. 
This directory is being developed 
and distributed in memory of Bryon 
Dale Boutot, recognizing the ACHS 
Class of 1976 for their donation. For 
further information about the directory, 
or HIV education opportunities, contact 
Debra Madore at HEALTH 1st, 768-
3056 or toll-free at 1-800-432-7881. 
PAWS forced to close Pet Food Bank 
Portland, Maine Pets Are Wonder-
ful Support (PAWS) an AIDS Service 
Organization formed in 1993 is forced 
to close the Pet Food Distribution Cen-
ter located in Portland due to lack of 
Funding and support from the commu-
nity. It is one of the hardest things that I 
ever had to do is to tell these clients that 
there will be no more free pet food and 
kitty litter available after the office 
closes. For approximately 3 = Years 
PAWS has offered this service to People 
With AIDS in Maine, along with sev-. 
eral other pet-related services. The de-
cision to discontinue these services was 
due to the lack of funds to pay the rent 
($200.00 a month) and the monthly ex-
penses of phone and utilities. ..... 
PAWS will remain an active Pet 
Care Advocacy Organization. Charles 
Wynott, the Co-Founder, along with the 
late Jon M. Piefer, has been the Execu-
tive Director of PAWS since the begin-
ning as a volunteer for no pay. When 
faced with the real possibility of clos-
ing the PAWS office he began to look 
for other areas of the country ~here the 
services of PAWS could be supported-. 
Through our web page on the Internet 
(http://www.ime.net/PAWS/) we were 
asked by clients from everywhere to 
please help start a Chapter in their city. 
One of those cities was Orlando, Florida. 
In a recent trip to Orlando to investigate 
the possibilities we were amazed to find 
a community that worked together and 
was welcoming of our Proposal. After 
several meetings in the AIDS commu-
nity we came back to begin the plans to 
relocate. We plan to begin servicing cli-
ents in Orlando by 1998. 
People and current clients wishing 
to find out more about future plans for 
PAWS are encouraged to call (207) 874-
0091 or check out our web page. Mail 
inquiries can be sent to: PAWS 120B 
Brackett Street, Portland, Maine 04102 
c/o Charles Wynott. 
Pets Are Wonderful Support 
(PAWS) 142 High Street, Suite 330 
Portland, Maine 04101 (207) 775-
PAWS 
Maine Initiatives 1996 Grantees 
Augusta - Maine Initiatives is 
pleased to announce two grantees for the 
1996 grant cycle. Mainely Girls, based 
in Rockland; and Outright, based in Port-
land, will both receive three year fund-
ing totaling $35,000 each to expand their 
programs to new communities in Maine. 
"While many of the thirty-one pro-
posals we received this year were wor-
thy of support," adcnowledged Deborah 
Felder, Maine Initiative's Executive Di-
rector, "these two pi:ojects rose tot he top 
in their ability to use grassroots commu-
nity organizing as a means to achieve 
systemic change. 
Mainely Girls will hire a full-time 
staff person to work with fi\'.e rural com-
munities in Maine to develop a program 
similar to one that has already been suc-
cessfully established in the Camden/ 
Rockport area. In each community, 
women and girls organize -to identify 
unmet needs and create an action plan. 
In Camden/Rodcport, this includes ad-
vising a student-oiganized gender equity 
organization, working with the local 
hospital to coordinate an eating disor-
- ders support group, initiate a high school 
program about acquaintance rape, cre-
ate a Mainely Girls Student Executive 
Board and organizing an annual confer-
ence for girls. The vision of Mainely 
Girls is to create empowered teams of 
women and _girls who are capable of 
making change in their own communi-
ties by improving the environment in 
which girls grow to maturity. 
Outright seeks to 1.:reate a safe, 
positive and affirming environment for 
gay, lesbian and questioning youth, ages 
22 and under. Gay youths are at high 
risk of alienation, suicide, violence from 
others, substance abuse andAIDS. Out-
right currently works with the Civil 
Rights Unit of the Maine Attorney 
General's office to establish the Civil 
Rights Teams of students and staff in 
pilot schools across the state. For nine 
years, Outright did all -its worlc through 
volunteers. Over the past year, Outright 
- . 
has helped community members in 
Bangor, Belfast and Lewiston to develop 
autonomous Outright groups. Outright 
will use Maine Initiatives funding to hire 
a volunteer coordinator and expand the 
successful Portland-based program to 
three additional Maine communities and 
create a coalition of Outright groups 
statewide. 
. . Maine Initiatives was formed in 
1993 as a public foundation, providing 
grants solely through funds raised from 
individual donors. Its purpose is to pro-
vide significant, start.:up funding to 
projects or programs that offer gra.moots 
solutions to social, economic or environ-
mental problems. Grantees must have 
limited access initially to traditional 
funding sources, involve the constitu-
ency seived in both leadership and mem-
bership, emphasize volunteerism and 
support democratic values in the search 
for common ground among diverse 
groups. 
Women's Health Consortium 
The Women's Health Consortium 
is a volunteer collaboration of many lo-
cal service providers and community 
members working to better women's 
health in the Seacoast. Their mission is 
to improve the health and wellness of 
women in the Greater Seacoast. The 
Steering Committee includes Families 
First Greater Seacoast, Planned Parent-
hood of Northern New England, Sexual 
Assault Support Services and Columbia 
Portsmouth Regional Hospital. 
Among the programs offered are 
free women's health exams for women 
40 and over in downtown, Portsmouth 
every other Saturday from 9 am - 12 pm. 
The clinic includes a pap smear, pelvic 
exam, clinical breast exam and referral 
f9r mammogram as needed. These ser-
vices are provided for women who do 
not have insurance, a health care pro-
vider or are lacking the means for health 
care. 
·The Women's Health Consortium 
offers a Mammogram voucher program 
for women who need mammography ( an 
x-ray of the breast) but are unable to af-
ford it. The first step in the process is to 
be screened by ~ heal~e provider and 
then have the provider call the Consor-
tium to obtain a mammogram voucher. 
The free women's health exams are 
available on Saturdays, March 8th, 
March 22nd, April 5th and April 19th, 
from 9 am -12 pm. 
If you are a woman40 or over and 
in need of health services or have any 
questions, call 603-431-1669. 
j 
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MLGPA Hosts Evening of Awards and Celebration 
The MLGPA 12th Annual 
Awards Banquet was held Satur-
day, February 8, at the Augusta 
Civic Center. Attendance was al-
most 300 and the evening was en-
joyed by all. Most notable were 
the awards presented to individu-
als who have contributed signifi-
cantly to our community. 
The Cameron Duncan 
Award (Outstanding AIDS Com-
munity Service) presented to Pe-
ter Haffenreffer of Portland 
Peter Haffenreffer is a 
founding member and the presi-
dent of the Board of Directors of 
the Peabody House in Portland. 
The Peabody House is a residen-
tial house for AIDS patients in the . 
advanced stages. Without Peter's _ 
vision, contributions, and leader-
·-4. 
ship over the last several years, 
Peabody. House may never have 
become a reality. 
The F.E. Pentlarge Award 
(Outstanding Demonstration of 
Family Values) presented to Peter 
Rees of Ellsworth. Peter Rees has 
advocated for gay I lesbian I bi-
sexual I transgendered rights for 
many years, in many different are-
nas. He was co:-chair of the 
Hancock County Maine Won't 
Discriminate chapter in 1995, he 
was co-chair of the Decline to Sign 
project of MLGPAin 1996, and he 
is a founding member the fledgling 
Downeast Chapter of the Gay, Les-
bian, Straight Teachers Network 
(GLSTN). As a non-gay member 
of the community, Peter's actions 
demonstrate what family values 
are really all about. 
The Media Award presented 
to Maine Public Radio for Maine 
Things Considered Maine Things 
Considered was awarded for their 
fair and balanced reporting of is-
sues important to the g/1/b/t com-
munity. Hardly a story went by 
that they did not cover fairly and 
consistently, with respect and dig-
nity, much more ._ than any other 
radjo or TV news network. 
Community Service Award 
presented to Laura Fortman, Direc-
tor of the Maine Women's Lobby 
According to Laura's presenter at 
the banquet, Laura Fortman is a 
bridge. A bridge is ~ solid struc-
ture, under which _ there are 
swamps, dangerous waters, and 
untrekkable territory. 
Laura serves as that solid 
structure in our community, being 
the means by which we are able to 
Franny Peabody (center) founder of Peabody House 
Michael Rosetti and Laurie Fortman 
pass 'over untrekkable territory. Laura 
Fortman is a tireless leader and ad-
vocate for women, g/1/b/t, and people 
of disadvantaged status. · She.is one 
of the most effective lobbyists in 
Augusta -and the gay community 
owes a tremendous amount of grati-
tude to herleadership and compan-
ionship. · -
Community Service Award pre-
Paula Stodholm 
sented to Southern Maine Pride 
Committee Michael Rossetti and 
Laurie Fortman (not to be confused 
with Laura Fortman) stepped for-
ward to receive the community ser-
vice award on behalf of the South-
ern Maine Pride Committee. 
Southern Maine Pride has grown 
tremendously in the last several 
years, thanks to the tireless hours 
ofvolunteerism by the Pride Com-
mittee. · All one has to do is come 
to Portland in June to witness the 
largest weekend-long gay event in 
the state. Their work is truly w_or-
thy of community service. 
Community Service Award 
presented to Paula Sto~kholm, 
founder of Maine GayNet Paula 
Stockholm is solely responsible for 
bringing Maine GayNet to the gay 
community of this state. Paula (at 
Paula@maine.com) has opened an 
avenue of communication that 
never existed in the history of the 
Maine gay community. People in 
rural Maine are now able to keep 
abreast of infonnation and events 
happening across the state. And or-
ganizations now have an additional 
forum by which to communicate 
their most important infonnation. 
Thank you Paula! 
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Kate Clinton: Madame President of comedy! 
It's official; the votes have been 
tallied-KATE CLINTON is now the 
Madame President of comedy! Her 
agenda includes political material as 
fresh as the daily news, savvy send-ups 
of modern family relationships and illu-
minating perspectives on life as a gay 
American. No skeletons in this Clinton's 
closet, Kate began performing as an 
openly gay comic from the start - (you 
don't have to ask, she'll tell!!). An out-
spoken, hip, and uproarious breath of 
fresh air, this versatile comic has taken 
an oath promising life, liberty and the 
pursuit of laughter ... and unlike some of 
her political targets, she delivers! 
lbroughout 1996, KATE'S one-
woman show, "All Het Up", toured cit-
ies across the country. And as of this 
summer, Kate found success of a differ-
ent kind - she joined "The Rosie 
O'Donnell Show", the most popular new 
daytime show to debut in a decade, in 
her first staff position as a television 
writer seeing them through their initial 
launch and roll-out period. But once 
stand-up is in the blood, its hard to stay 
away from the thrill of live performance, 
so KAIB has returned to her first love 
with a new show for the new year, 'The 
Mad Vow Tour''. At the same time, she 
is putting the finishing touches on her 
first book, "CommuniKATE", to be 
published by Ballantine in '97. Based 
·on her past and present monologues, it's 
filled with thoughts both insightful and 
riotous. Also, KATE writes a monthly 
column titled ''Unplugged" in The Pro-
gressive, a magazine politically skewed 
to the left, in which she waxes by turns 
comical and philosophical about the 
state of our nation and those who have 
put us in such a state. 
· In 1993 her one-woman show "Out 
Is In" debuted to sold-out crowds in Los 
Angeles, after which KAIB moved it to 
New York for a 3 month run off-Broad-
way. The Los Angeles Times noted, 
"Kate Clinton is the lesbian you want to 
take home to meet your parents .... She's 
so far out of the closet, so natural in her 
sexual identity, that ahomophobe would 
beg her to spend the night She's astute 
and - above all - amusing. Not liking 
Kate Clinton would be impossible- even 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff." In New 
York, Out Is In" was such a smash it was 
held over three times during its run and 
had the New York Times Reviewer "in 
tears from laughing so hard." 
The year 1995 saw KAIB debut-
ing her next one-woman show titled 
"Impure Thoughts" in Los Ang;;;les. It 
was an evening 'dedicated to Jocelyn 
Elders'. The Los Angeles Times again 
gave it a rave rating, saying "You would 
be wise to catch this casually structured 
and smartly observed evening of stand-
up, full of jokes you know are new be-
cause they 're often about things that 
happened a few days ago". Back Stage 
West noted "Her amiable presence and 
energy lightens your heart - when its not 
making your stomach hurt from laugh- · 
ing." 
· Still radically chic after all these 
15 minutes, Kate has appeared on 
"Arsenio Hall", "Comedy Central", 
"Good Morning America", Nightline" , 
CNN, C-Span ("I 'kill' on C-Span", she 
deadpans), "Entertainment Tonight' ', TV 
FoodNetwodc, FX and PBS. Additional 
credits include hosting "In The Life", a 
televised gay news/variety show, col-
laborating on WGBH's acclaimed sum-
mer series 'The World According to Us" 
which also aired as three specials on the 
Lifetime network; appearing on Com-
edy Central 's "Out There Il" stand-up 
special; and participating in a staged 
reading of Tony Award-winner Tony 
Kushner 's newest pay, "SLAVS!", with 
Olympia Dukakis, Tracey Ullman and 
Madelaine Kahn at the Walter Kerr The-
atre in New York. In addition, KATE 
has four comedy albums to her credit. 
A self-described Fumorist (that's 
feminist and humori~t) and "gal come-
dian" par excellence, KATE was for-
merly an English teacher for eight years. 
Teaching taught her a thing or two about 
audience captivation. "Being a teacher 
is the same as being a comic; you work 
the room. You learn to deal with heck-
lers. You plan a show. And you try 
things to get laughs." A writing work-
shop, and an improvisational class with 
future comic Bob Goldthwait, convinced 
KAIB that her political views deserved 
a public hearing, so she quit teaching, 
took a job as a window washer and 
started airing her opinions in church 
basements and bars. Speaking out about 
the important things on her mind, KATE 
started her professional stand-up career 
in 1981 using politics, Catholicism and 
her lesbianism to compose a repertoire 
of topics . "performing is a little like 
jazz," she says. "You have the basic 
themes and then you improvise off them 
and return to them from time to time. 
Growing up, KAIB made her first 
inroads toward comedy at the dinner 
table where her goal was to get her old-
est .brother to fall off his ch~ir. Yes, 
KATE q..INTON has a brother Bill (al-
though no relation to the man in the 
White House, the common surname has 
made for some interesting material! At 
one point she considered changing her 
name to Hilarity Clinton but more re-
cently has thoughts of calling herself 
Katie Elders.) One never knows just 
what will strike KATE' s heightened 
sense of whimsy - her new goal is to 
write comedy all people can dance to. 
. But, when it comes to the tough · 
political questions of our times 
(Shouldn't Newt's last name be Ging-
really, really rich?"), it 's without a doubt 
that KATE CLINTON has all the an-
swers. A consummate family enter-
tainer, KATE continues to prove that this 
and every year is the year of the really 
funny woman. 
Kate will be coming soon to Port-
land. For more infoT'f!lrJtion see the April 
issue of CPR. 
Spring for Life Art Auction 
c.,,~--6.~---i .. 11 {;,~ 
Spring for Life, one of Maine's 
most prestigious art auctions, is enter-
ing its second decade as a major 
fundraiser for The AIDS Project. Last 
year 's auction was attended by more 
than 800 people, and raisoo $70,000 for 
The AIDS Project. This year's event 
promises to be equally exciting, with the 
featured signaru.re piece a Jamie Wyeth 
lithograph, ' 'Herring Gulls", which was 
donated to the auction by NYNEX. 
Other artists whose works will be auc-
Permanent hair removal 
Disposable probes 
Modern techniques 
Private and Professional 
Free Consultation 
(207) 677-2218 
141 Silver st. Waterville 
Gay/Lesbian Travel 
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We can Book: 
RSVP Cruises • Atlantls Events ~ Windjammer Cruises • Ollvla Crulsos 
• Dude Ranches • Rafting Trips • Airline Tickets • Hotel Reservations • 
car. Rentals • Cruises • Much More 
ICIIA ADVENTURE TRAVEL, INC. 
tioned off on March 15th to benefit The 
AIDS Project include Connie Hayes (last 
year's signature artist), Wendy 
Newcomb, Scott Potter, Carol Sebold 
and Michael McNally. 
"Spring for Life would not be pos-
sible without the strong support of 
Maine's artistic community," said Larry 
Bliss, chair of the 1997 Spring for Life 
Committee. "The body of work that 
~pring to Lif ~ offers has grown in qual-
ity and quantity every year, and that is 
central to what makes this such an ex-
citing art event. And of course, our cor-
porate sponsors and volunteers have also 
been instrumental in growing Spring for 
Life into its second decade of 
fundraising for The AIDS Project" 
After several years of support for 
Spring for Life, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Maine has once again provided 
a major grant to support Spring for Life. 
Other corporate sponsors of the 1997 
auction include the Holiday Inn by the 
Bay, Harmon's Barton's, Maine Street 
Communications , Letterworks and 
NYNEX. Bliss-estimates that when this 
11th annual Spring for Life auction con-
cludes, more than 300 volunteers will 
have been a part of making the event a 
reality. 
The public will have many ways 
to get an early glimpse of some of the 
artwork that will be auctioned on March 
l~th. Works from this year's Spring for 
Life Art Auction will be accessible on-
line at http:\\www,maine.com/aidsart. 
Low-tech arts aficionados can take ad-
vantage of the special art previews , 
March 1-12, at Katadhin restaurant, 
Perfetto Restaurant, Barbara's Kitchen 
and Coffee by Design. 
'The money raised by Spring for 
Life supports our mission of providing 
high quality AIDS serviced and educa-
tion to the people of southern Maine," 
said Stephen T. Moskey, executive di-
rector for The AIDS Project. 
The 1997 Spring for LifeArtAuc-
tion will be held at the Holiday Inn by 
the Bay in Portland on Saturday, March 
15. The public can preview live and si-
lent auction pieces, free of charge, at the 
Holiday Inn by the Bay on Friday, March 
14, 6:00to8:00pm and Saturday, March 
15, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Doors will re-
open at 5 :30 pm and general admission, 
which includes a bidder's number, will 
be$15.00. Tickets may be purchased at 
the door. Silent auction bids can be made 
can be made throughout the day on Sat-
urday, with final silent bids tallied at 7: 30 
pin. The live auction will begin at 8:00 
pm in the Grand Ballroom, with Tom 
Saturley of Auction Properties Ltd. of-
ficiating as auctioneer. 
A festive artists' reception will be 
held from 5:30 - 7:00 pm on Saturday, 
March 15, featuring complimentary 
champagne and beverages, and hors 
d' oeuvres prepared by Portland's finest 
chefs. Tickets for the artists' reception 
are $40.00 per person, which includes 
admission to the auction, and can be 
purchased at the door or by calling The 
AIDS Project ~t 204-77 4-6877. 
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Lettice and Lovage 
By Rosemary Denman 
Two women ... couldn't be more 
different from one another if they tried. 
There's Lettice, a middle-aged, rather 
lonely woman who discovers that her 
theatrical flair for telling historical half-
truths actually draws people to her. Then 
there's Lotte, also a woman in her middle 
years, whose dreams have long ago been 
forgotten, and who plods through each 
day putting one foot in front of the other 
working in middle management. Bring 
these two women together, addLettice's 
potent homebrew called ' 'Lovage" and 
now we have a story coming together. 
Lettice is employed as a tour guide 
at what she considers to be one of the 
most boring historical houses in all of 
England. Lotte is the manager of the 
office that employes Lettice. They have 
never met, until Lotte calls Lettice into 
her office to fire her. Seems Lettice has 
been spicing up the historical facts about 
the house at which she serves as guide. 
Lettice has gotten some very nice let-
ters, and tips, from some very satisfied 
tourists. Lotte, on the other hand, has 
received all of the complaint letters 
about Lettice from the more disgruntled 
and less theater minded. And so the two 
women meet. 
From this bleak beginning of one 
firing the other dawns a friendship in 
which L~ttice helps Lotte remember her 
dreams, as well as finding the playful 
inner child who loves drama, no matter 
how many times the truth is cut in half. 
And Lotte helps Lettice too. By being 
her friend, by entering her world, Lotte 
helps Lettice rediscover self-worth and 
joy. 
The play 's message: Perhaps 
thyre's a little Lettice in each of us; she 
just needs a little-help "coming out''. 
* Relaxati on the r apy 
* make - over services 
in d i vidu a l ha ir desi gn s 
b ody wa xing & c l ipping 
Jean-Claude hair&skin care 
call for ·ou r new location 
774-1693 
''Ellen'' is conting out 
NEW YORK (AP)_ The much-
rumored episode about the TV charac-
ter "Ellen" coming out as a lesbian has 
been written. 
The special one-hour episode, tar-
geted to run during the May sweeps, has 
Ellen Degeneres ' character finally reveal 
to her therapist that she is in love with a 
woman, according to the March l issue 
of TV Guide. 
The script -has yet to be approved 
by ABC or Walt Disney Television, 
which produces "Ellen," the magazine 
said. 
The story involves a visit from a 
single guy that Ellen went to college 
with, TV Guide said. But instead of fall-
ing for him, ·Ellen is attracted to his les-
bian friend, who may be played by Laura 
Dern of "Jurassic Park." The therapist 
may be played by Oprah Winfrey. 
The magazine said Degeneres took 
personal interest in the story, sitting in 
with the writers on several occasions to 
give input 
Walt Disney studio executives,· 
who must approve the script, have asked 
for revisions but apparently liked the 
story, according to Disney sources 
quoted by TV Guide. After Walt Disney 
Television President Dean Valentine 
OKs the script, it will be sent to· ABC 
executives, who also must- sign off on 
it. 
The ABC series has been moved 
to Tuesday nights starting March 4. The 
show was scheduled to go off the air in 
March and April so the network could 
use its 9:30 p.m. Wednesday slot to in-
troduce a sitcom starring Arsenio Hall. 
During the May sweeps, ' 'Ellen" 
will return to its regular Wednesday time 
period, and Hall's as-yet-untitled show, 
if it does well, will be moved to another 
time slot. 
Ellen 's coming out episode is 
scheduled to air April 30th. 
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A reaiier 'r paradise ri,ice 1980 
Eric Furrv, Proprietor 
Seattle School accepts grant to buy Gay, Lesbian family books CUSTOM COACH & LIMOUSINE 
SEATTLE (AP) _ On the cover of 
"D addy's Wedding" by Michael 
Willhoite are pictures showing a wed-
ding cake, a man with his arm around 
another man and the two men giving 
each other pieces of cake. 
That's one of the books being pro-
vided to public grade school libraries 
throughout the city under a $6, 150 grant 
from the Fund for Lesbian & Gay Fami-
lies with Children endowed last year by 
City Council member Tina 
Podlowdowski and her partner, Rochelle 
Mileur. 
"Iphigenia and Other 
Daughters" 
Celebrating Women's His-
tory Month, Portland Stage Com-
pany presents "Iphigenia and 
'Other Daughters" which begins 
previews on March 2 and plays 
thropugh .fyiarch 23, 1997. Play-
wright-actor Ellen M cLaughlin 
has adapted for the stage three of 
the classic Greek myths surround-
ing the Trojan War, removed the 
men as the focal point and given 
a 20th century tongue to the 
women in the House of Atreus 
while giving history a distinctly 
feminine voice. What remains is 
a powerful drama as seen through 
the eyes of Agamemnon's wife, 
Clytemnestra, and her daughters 
Electra, Chrysothemis and 
Iphigenia. 
The books are part of a project de-
signed to increase understanding of dif-
ferent kinds of families and "dispel 
myths and stereotypes," according to the 
school system's grant application. 
The project amounts to promoting 
homosexuality, said state Sen. Harold 
Hochstatter, R-Moses Lake, who sup-
ports a bill to bar discussion of homo-
. sexuality as a normal or acceptable 
lifestyle in the public schools. 
" It is very, very subtle," 
Hochstatter said Friday. 'The subtlety 
It's a Girl for Melissa 
Etheridge and partner 
Julie Cypher 
LOS ANGELES (AP) It's a 
girl for singer Melissa Etheridge 
and her partner, Julie Cypher. 
Bailey Jean Cypher, weigh-
ing 8 pounds, 10 ounces, was born 
to C ypher early Monday, Febru-
ary 10, said Etheridge spokes-
woman Gayle Fine. 
Etheridge, the Grammy-win-
ning singer of "Come to My Win-
dow," and Cypher, the former wife 
of "La Bamba" star Lou Diamond 
Phillips, disclosed last year that 
Cypher was carrying their child. 
The method of fertilization and the 
identity of the sperm donor 
weren't disclosed. 
Fine said only that the birth 
took place in the Los Angeles area. 
is the poison in this whole thing. It is 
the kind of thing these children would 
be vulnerable to and needs to be re-
sisted." 
Tracy Flynn, a school system 
health curriculum specialist, denied that 
the schools were promoting any lifestyle. 
"We are just acknowledging what 
alreacly exists," Flynn said. ''Our goal is 
to support all families . Gay and lesbian 
families exist in our district." 
~-~=-= Offering 
lhr. !air.SI In I. IIXUI)' 
Slrelch Limousines 
mid Molorcoacl1es 
for any ou:nslo11. 
77 4-2200 • 1-800-585-3589 
~ · ..... ·.···•·  . v.:::::.·. ·p. ,. . 
. .. · .,_,-.,., VIDEOPORT :,ii,,,-.- .,- -·-· 
.·· .· ~: 
T .M. 
Lower Lobby • 
151 Middle st I JotJtz...cr(JcrP'_9toezt.. Open 7 days 
Portland, Maine VJ I 773-1999 
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• music • buffet dinner • entertainment by 
local performing artists • auction of original 
works of art created by County artists 
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was hand-pieced by local artisan andAFAA member Pam Glidden. Pam's quilt is truly a special work of art and labor of 
love. Her story about creating this piece is also included in this issue of CPR. . 
Members of theAFAAhave asked me to write to RQsie O'Donnell and leth~r know about our efforts m the hopes that 
she would be our guest at our benefit in March. We invited Rosie because of her p~icular (perceived b~ us) ~terest in ~NI 
AIDS issues and grass roots responses to the epidem}c: We would be ho~ored to have her there su~ortm% us m Qur project. 
We do hope that she can come. · · 
;• 
by Pam Glidden 
In January 1995, my family lost 
one of our family members to AIDS. 
Although we knew of the jllness for 
several years, the impact of the death 
was profound. Once I had the time to 
reflect, I decided that I wanted to use 
my skills and gifts to bring service and 
comfort to other individuals and their 
families who have been touched by this 
disease. 
I have been making ABC Quilts, 
for infants and young children who 
were HN positive, for several. years. 
In the fall of 1995 I attended a local, 
Aroostook County group meeting of 
'Artists For AIDS Awareness'. This 
group was a collection of artists who 
wanted to donate their time and work 
to raise money to support prevention 
education and treatment for Aroostook 
County. The largest effort of this group 
is to host an annual dinner and art auc-
tion in Caribou. 
Artpark 
Shortly after the 1996 dinner I . 
was asked to create and donate a 
quilted work for the '97 event. In my 
travels to New York, I had seen a poster 
in a subway kiosk in Buffalo, adver-
tising "Artpark", a theater in Niagara 
Falls. I knew that it would make a 
perfect wall hanging because of the 
wonderful lines and colors, as well as . 
the artistic themes within it. · 
In March 1996, I contacted 
Kathleen Rooney of"Artpark", who in 
turn contacted Parsons Advertising and 
the illustrator, Andrew Lewis. All par-
ties gave me permission to use the de- . 
sign; one time only! 
After I enlarged the design, I re-
alized that I could never find commer-
cially produced fabric to represent the 
coloration in the poster. (I had com-
mitted myself to a faithful representa-
tion) In April I bought commercial 
dyes and several books, and began 
hand dying many of the fabrics to be 
. ' -
used in the quilt. 
I began hand piecing and appli-
queing on May l, 1996. · I hand quilted 
the entire piece in a variety of metal-
lic threads. It was completed on July 
2nd, 1996. The day after completion 
I took the quilt to Artpark (it had been 
previously arranged). · The piece was 
shown at the theater for the summer 
season and also travelled to Parsons 
Advertising in Ontario for a short time. 
The quilt is made entirely of cot-
ton. It is hand pieced and quilted ( ex-
cept for the "frame" which was done 
on the machine for strength). 
The quilt will be auctioned at the 
3RD Annual "Benefit to Celebrate 
Life", co-ordil)ated by Artists For 
AIDS awareness, on March 22, 1997 
at the Caribou Inn and Convention 
Center. I 
accepted unril Monday, March 17. 1997 
C.all 49J...U30. 496-()9()0, or Deb M1dore a: 
soo.,32·7881 for mote mformar,on 




The public ·.is cordially invited to 
attend the Artists For AIDS Awareness 
(AFAA) Art Auction Preview. This 
event is being held on Saturday March 
8, 1997, from 2:00 to 5:00 pm at the 
University of Maine at Presque Isle 
Pullen Art Gallery. Refreshments will 
be served. There is no charge for attend-
ing this event. 
· Original pieces by the area's fin-
est artists will be displayed. The impres-
sive list of a(tists includes: Anderson 
' Giles, Wendy Kindred, Richard Clark, 
Lisa Myers, Pam Glidden, Paul Carlson, 
Don Cyr, Mark Huff, Clifford Boudman, 
Constance Tucker, Rosiland Morgan, Li 
Turner, Stephen Hatch, Troy 
Cunningham, Vicky Kennedy and John 
Hafford. 
Art work displayed at the preview 
will be auctioned during the AFAA 
"3RD Annual Benefit to Celebrate Life" 
scheduled for Saturday March 22, 1997 
at the Caribou Inn and Convention Cen-
ter. All proceeds are used for HIV I AIDS 
prevention education projects in The 
County. 
For more information please con-
tact Debra Madore, AFAA member, at 
7 68-3056 or toll-free at 1-800-432-7881. 
Couple denied Marriage license 
by Ashley H. Grant 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) _ Harriet 
Clare and Becky Thacker had picked out 
matching outfits for their big day. The 
two women donned black slacks, white 
blouses. and red sweaters, then drove 
downtown friday morning to apply for 
a marriage license. 
As they expected, though. the les-
bian couple was denied. Their bid to 
become legally bound to each other was 
purely symbolic because same-gender 
marriage is not legally recognized in 
Indiana. 
' 'We're still married, as far as I'm 
concerned," Ms. Clare said after being 
turned away at the Marion County 
clerk's office. 'The people were very 
nice. The clerk seemed genuinely sorry 
she couldn't give us a license." 
The couple met and fell in love 
nine years ago. They have lived together 
for five years. They had a private union 
ceremony two years ago. 
Still, the state doesn't recognize 
them as partners. ''We would like very 
much to be legally married," Ms. Clare, 
54, said. "I would like to see that hap-
pen in our lifetime." 
Ms. Clare said she wants people to 
understand that she and her partner 
aren 't trying to undermine heterosexual 
marriage. ' 'We love each other the same 
way," she said. "We live together the 
same way. We do laundry together. We 
take out the garbage. We live the respon-
sibilities. We would like to get some of 
the benefits." 
That's why the couple decided to 
apply the marriage license as part of a 
national campaign by the National Or-
ganization for Women on Friday. 
"Maybe by doing this action. we 
can do a little educating," she said. 
"We're wanting to be recognized the 
same way heterosexual couples are re<r 
ognized." . 
That may not happen for awhile at 
least in Indiana. 
Sexual Asault 
Response Services 
Sexual Assault Response Services of 
Southern Maine is a non-profit organization 
serving all male and female victims and sur-
vivors or sexual assault, child sexual abuse, 
inces~ and sexual harassment. 
SARS also serve's family members, 
friends, co-workers and anyone needing in-
formation. They provide a 24 hour hotline 
which can be reached 24 hoW' a day, 365 
dayi; a y~. Services are free and confiden-
tial and advocates are volunteers - trained 
and supervised by professionals. 
SARS offer's support groups, pro-
vides referrals to area professionals, and will 
accompany a victim, if requested, to the 
hospital, police station or through court. 
If you or someone you know has been 
sexually assaulted, you are not alone. Please 
call the hotline and speak to an advocate at 
1-800-313-9900. 
The Indiana Senate on Monday 
passed legislation that would bar the 
state from legally recognizing same-sex 
marriages that have been certified in 
other states. 
Sponsored by Sen. Johnny Nugent, 
R-Lawrenceburg, it is now eligible to be 
considered in the House. 
' 'The purpose of _the bill is to 
strengthen and clarify the intent of ~ur-
rent law," Nugent said. "It's simply to 
preserve the union of marriage of one 
man and one woman." 
Nugent said Hoosier sentiment is 
strong to support the current law. "I 
know that there are some that have indi-
cated that we' re discriminating against 
homosexuals," Nugent said. ' 'We're not 
denying anyone's rights here because 
marriage is not a right. Marriage is a 
privilege." 
If Indiana didn't discriminate, the 
state would have to allow bigamy, po-
lygamy, same-sex and teen marriage, he 
said. 
Becky Thacker, 48, disagrees. "It's 
discrimination," she said. "I'm paying 
the same taxes as everybody else. I work 
the same hours. We live the same kind 
of life. And they 're saying if Harriet is 
in the hospital, I can't visit. If I die, she 
can'rreceive my Social Security." 
Ms. Thacker doesn 't understand 
why the state is involved in people 's 
personal lives. ''We love each other des-
perately and it's too bad it frightens 
people," she said "I'd love to know why 
they're so afraid of us. It just boggles 
my mind." 
Stephanie Ortoleva, president of 
Indiana NOW, said same-sex marriages 
from other states should be recognized 
as well as such unions in Indiana. 
"In a state like Indiana that puts 
such emphasis on family and relation-
ships, this is saying that some relation-




- · The Breast Health Resource 
_ Center at Mercy Hospital is sponsor-
ing a new Transition Support Group 
for women who have recently fin .. 
ished breast cancer treatment Group 
discussions will focus on stress re-
duction, sexuality, health mainte-
nance, and back to normal expecta-
tions of family, friends and col-
leagues. 
The group. begins Wednesday 
March 26 from. noon to 2:00 pm, in 
Mercy Hospital's Breast Health Re-
source Center. Plan to bring a bag 
lunch; beverages will be available. 
To-register, or for more information, 
call 879-3790. 
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH 
Inclusive, non-homophobic, liberation-based 
The Gospel of Jesus, The Christ, for all people 
Northern Lights MCC of Augusta, ME 
4:00 pm Sunday. Communion each week 
2.3 miles from Cony circle on Rt. 201 
FMI: Bill at 207.453.9750 
Circle of Hope MCC of Portland, ME 
4:00 pm Saturday, 
Immanuel Baptist, 156 High Street 
FMI: 207.775-6684 ext #32 
Interpreted for the hearing impaired. 
Every person is welcomed! Please join us! 
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MAINE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 
Maine Equity Fund 
Request for Proposals 
What is the Maine Equity Fund? 
The Maine Equity Fund is a new fund established ~n the MaiJ?e Community Found~tion (M~F) in 
1996 with a two-year matching grant from the National Lesbian and Gay Commuruty ~unding 
Partnership. The purpose of the Fund is to promote greater understanding of gay, les~1an,. 
bisexual and transgender (GLBn issues in Maine and in so doing address iss11es of d1vers1ty,. 
inclusiveness and acceptance of differences. The Fund will distribute up to $60,000 per year m 
1997 and 1998 to projects and organizations that address these issues. 
The Maine Community Foundation is one of 16 community foundations nationwide selected to 
participate in this funding ini~ativc. To ~tablish priorities. for the Maine Equity .Fund, MCF 
convened an advi5ory committee compnsed of representatives from the _Foundauon, the GLBT 
community in Maine and the community at large. Members repr~nt different age groups, 
geographic location, perspectives, and professional experience. _With the help of a ~onsult~t, the 
committee conducted a needs assessment of the GLBT commuruty and OLBT service providers. 
(See attached). 
What are the Fundinc Prioritlcs or the Equity Fund? 
•Guaranteeing civil rights for GLBT p~ple and protection against violenc~ 
*Strengthening community education to reduce oppression and counter antt-OLBT fear 
•Broadening recognition of, and rights for, GLBT families 
•Increasing r.ducation to improve the quality GLBT health care 
*Increasing cultural, social, recreational activities for diverse GLBT communities 
*Building the capacity of GLBT community organizations 
*Enhancing GLBT community organizing and coalition-building · 
•Increasr.d services for GLBT youth 
The Maine Equity Fund is seeking proposals that address th~ priority concerns in ways that: 
•build the capacity of GLBT and related organizations to more effectively address the needs 
of their own community, partner with other minority organizations,,andl_o~ ~uild s~nger bridges 
with mainstream community institutions such as schools, health care facil1ttes, police, mr.dla etc. 
*lead to long tenn systemic change. 
What Types or Suppor.t wm the Maine Equity Fund Provide? 
*Grants: for operating or project support that ad~resses a priority need li~ted a~ve; or 
*Technical assistance: a portion of the.funds will be allocated for techrucal assistance 
to build the capacity of GLBT and other organizations that are addressing a priority need. 
Grants (or operating or project support will be in the range of .s ~ ,000 - 8,000. T~chnical 
assistance grants of under $1,000 will support workshops, trainings and professional development 
opportunities in such areas as fundraising, strategic. planning etc. . 
. Grants will be made for one year or less but you may apply for support in each year. 
To Receive Funds, Qrcanizatlops Must Meet the FoHowinc Criteria; 
*be Maine based 
*be a tax exempt SOl(c)(3) organization or have a fiscal sponsor that is tax exempt, or be 
an emerging group which ~as been organ~ for a spcci(!.c project that is ~haritablc in purpose 
•involve the constttuency served in both leadenhip and membership 
*have a clear mission statement or a plan to create one 
•must Did involve lobbying or political activity .as defined by IRS laX exemption 
regulations 
· *address a priority need 
Note: HIV/AIDS related sernces and projects will not be supported 
through this lnldatin but may apply for funds through the Maine Community 
AIDS Partnenhlp 
can ulx GLQI Qr:canlzatlou A11bt 
No. Any orpnmlion proposing to meet a priority~ of the. Maine Equity Fund may apply. To . 
meet our purpose of strenlfhenina coalitions and promoting a greater undentandin1 of diversity, 
inclusiveness and acceptance of differences. organiations semng other minority communities are 
encouraged to apply. 
When to A111Jt 
Applications are due in the Maine Community Foundation. office in Ellsworth by April I, 1997 
and should be postmarked no later than this date. Awards will be amounc:ed in late May. 
How to A11l1 
- Applications should be sent to the Maine Equity ~. Maine Community Foundation, P.O. Box 
148, Ellsworth, Maine 04609. Each applicadon should include: 
1) a completed Request for lnfonnation fonn 
2) a 2-4 page letter signed by the executive director or chair of the Board that explains the 
following: 
•amount requested 
. •the history and pwpose of your organiz:ation or collaborative (include geographic area and 
· population served) 
· •the OpP<>rtunity, need, problem or issue that your proposed program addresses and how it 
relates to the pnorities of the Maine Equity Fund 
•your goals for the propoted program and the specific sirategies and activities you will use 
to achieve your SONS · · 
•the challenges or barriers that your proposed project will face and how you plan to 
address these challenges 
•how your project will lead to sustainable change 
•if you are applying for t.echnical assistance, how the assistance requested will help 
increase the capacity of your organilAtion and/or community served. 
. •bow constituents will be involved in 1>roRram development and implementation 
3) an income and expense budget for your project The project budget should include the amount 
raised or expected from other sources and a narrative explanation of your current fundraising 
activities and plan to fund the project in the future (if applicable). 
4) if~ i.s a collaborative project, letters of understanding from other participating groups or 
orgaruzauons. 
5) a copy of your organization's 501(cX3) IRS letter or a copy of your fiscal sponsor's 501(c)(3) 
letter and a copy of their agreement to accept funds on your organiution's behalf. 
Please rnail not fax, a hard copy of your proposal to the Foundation and limit your ap.,lication to 
the materials requested above. r 
If you have any questions, plea.se contact Marion Kane at the Maine Community Foundation office (667-9735). 
- " 
The Community Pride 
Reporter is printed on recycled 
paper using soy-based inks . 
This practice reflects our 
commitment to responsible use 
of our earth's resources. ·using 
recycled paper sometimes 
results · in the paper having a 
toned down or grayish tinge. 
However, we feel this is a small 
price to pay as Community 
Pride Reporter does its part 
to II Color ME Gre~n. 11 
Transforum: In The Process of Being 
·': :- ,, 
by DaraJyn S. 
Maxwell 
In the pro-
cess of sorting out 
all of the issues 
~~:::::::~ ~===.J that become com-
pelling to me, one 
aspect makes itself felt at every encoun-
ter, offering re(uge while reminding !De 
of the very tenuous nature of.life. Self-
confidence takes a holiday at every op-
portunity. $0, what is this . amazing 
event that reduces me to a near puddle? 
Meeting new people. . ... 
I feel like the new girl on the play-
ground every time I .go into a _new so-
cial situation. All of the other girls check 
me out, trying to figure if I· am cool 
enough to hang with them; whether I 
dress like them, or whether I can be 
made to ''fit the mold". Toe thing that 
makes this so personally overwhelming 
is that I am now a 44 year old "teen-
age" girl. -
Having been on hormones for well 
over a year now, things have happened 
to my body that I was not raised to be 
, prepared for. There are changes in my 
perceptipns, ;µid base emotional makeup . 
that need to be accepted and resolved. 
Add to that the fact that my entire social 
structure is being tom down to the base-
ment rebuilt one extended brick at a 
time.. It makes for a very challenging 
day. 
I have the privilege of having made 
some very good friends over the last year 
or so; women willing to nurture and tend 
my soul so that it will flower in a posi-
tive direction, validating my woman-
hood even before it.is completely solidi-
fied. They make my recess time on the 
playground easier to bear; they feed and 
sustain my need for support. But most 
of all, when lam wrong they don't take 
their toys and leave me alone; they sit 
- me down and explain exactly how the 
game is play¢. 
I know that these s~me women 
have, on occasion, shaken their heads in 
amazement at some of the silly things 
that I do or say. At times they have even 
taken me to task for them, reminding me 
that life on the playground can be lonely; 
I need to pay attention more. Fortu-
nately, as time goes on it seems to take 
fewer reminders; there is more positive 
reinf orc;ement, and the level of valida-
tion (which is so important to anyone 
who aspires to join a group) goes up as I 
take my place, slowly, in the company 
of women. 
It is also a struggle. at times adapt-
ing to a whole new set of rules; finding 
out where the boundaries are; learning 
how to find your place, and keep your 
space. It is hard, someti~es, to see 
things only through new eyes, and know-
ing that you have traded one comfort-
able set of rules for another, alien, set. 
Then again, as with anything else 
in life worth having, the struggle has a 
pwpose. In my case it is like a home-
coming; joining the community that I 
was denied access to for so long through 
a biological quirk of nature. It looks to 
be a pretty nice place to be. 
Dal Maxwell practices her play-
ground etiquette in Portland, Maine. 
Comments can be sent to 'her through 
CPR, or she can be e-mailed at 
dalmax@ime.net. 
Position Paper on the Defense of··Marriage Act 
Toe following is an open letter to 
Maine legislators sent by Jean Vermette, 
Director of Maine Gender Resource and 
Support Services (MeGReSS) 
.. 
Dear Legislator, 
Toe Maine Gender Resource and 
Support Service (MeGReSS) is a vol-
unteer organization providing educa-
tion, information, counseling and refer-
rals to Maine's transseJtual and transgen-
dered communities, and education and 
consultation to Maine's helping profes-
sionals, educators, public servants, busi-
nesses and general public. 
We understand that Maine's ver-
sion of the Defense of Marriage Act 
(DOMA) will be presented t~. you dur-
ing this session in ·an attempt to prevent 
same-sex marriages. 
Because every law which is passed 
creates a number of unintended con.re-
quences ... many of them undesirable ... 
we feel it is our duty to bring to the at-
tention of Maine's legislators at least one 
of the unexpected consequences which 
the passage of DOMA could well cre-
ate, not only for members of the com-
munity we represent, but also for other 
citizens of Maine as well. 
There are two legal considerations 
at work in Maine which can occasion-
ally combine to create a very special set 
of circumstances for our transsexual 
population (for those whose innate na-
ture requires them to undergo a sex 
change). 
Toe first consideration is the fact 
that once an individual has completed 
· sexual reassignment surgery he or she 
may present evidence of the completed 
sex change to the appropriate govern-
mental bodies and have the sex desig-
nation· on his/her vital records changed 
to reflect the new reality. At that point, 
the person is considered to be of the new 
sex and obtains all of the privileges, re-
sponsibilities and restrictions of that sex. 
For example, a "new man" could then 
legally marry J. woman, but could not . 
legally marry a man. A "new woman" 
could legally marry a man, but could not 
legally marry a woman. 
The second consideration is the 
fact that any marriage which meets all 
of the state-mandated legal requirements 
at the time of its creation remains a le-
gally valid marriage until the married 
persons .decide to dissolve it. Neither 
incapacitating accident, nor personal 
changes, nor financial gain· or setback, 
nor changes in life-style, nor crimin~ 
conduct, nor any other life situation al-
lows the state'to unilaterally step in and 
dissolve a legally valid marriage. Only 
the couple can request and move to do 
so. 
This long-established principle 
serves the very considerable interests of 
the state in seeing that the health, wel-
fare, and general care of its children, 
spouses, and other dependents are main-
tained by those who have agreed (by 
marriage) to be responsible for them. 
For the state to mandate the dissolution 
of a valid marriage a:gainst the will of 
the parties would bring into play a host 
of other legal questions and regulations 
which could not only cost the state large 
sums of money, but which would also 
act directly against its intent to encour-
age citizen responsibility and its need to 
cultivate respect for the law. ·· 
In some cases, one of the_partners 
in a legal, valid marriage may move to 
undergo a sex change. Usually, this re-
sults in one or both parties choosing to 
dissolve the marriage, and the law cor-
rectly allows the divorce to proceed. 
However, occasionally, and the numbers 
we are talking about are very small, the 
married partners may decide that dis-
solving the marriage is neither necessary 
nor desirable and that they would prefer 
to remain married even after sex change 
- • • .f ~ r• , • { • • · 
surgery has been completed. 
Toe question for the state, and for 
you as one of its legislators, is whether 
the state's DOMA can be crafted in such 
a way that the integrity of these few 
state-recognized marriages can be main-
tained. If the state will not maintain the 
integrity of those unions it has previ-
ously recognized, if indeed it will man-
date their involuntary dissolution, then 
how will you as a legislator be- able to 
face your constituents and reassure them 
that the precedent that you have set in 
place will not be built upon by a future 
legislature to invalidate their own mar-
riages at the behest of some other spe-
cial interest group. 
MeGReSS believes that the pas-
sage of DOMA would not accomplish 
any constructive purpose and would set 
a very dangerous precedent that would . 
allow for the future intrusion of the state 
in.to all of its citizens married lives. We 
urge you to move slowly when consid-
ering the state DOMA for passage, to 
properly investigate the potential for 
unintended results, and to not be swayed 
too quickly or too completely by ill-con-
strued public opinion. It is our belief 
that as a legislator you owe it to your 
constituents not only to reflect their 
momentary wishes, but also to use your 
greater social awareness to see that, by 
their wishes, they do not cause them- _ 
selves harm. 
Respectfully Submitted 
Jean Vermette Director, MeGReSS 
PO Box 1894 Bangor, Maine 04402-
1894 
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Ho01ophobia? or just bad business 
by David Swander 
Being busy professionals, we 
never found time to use the gift certifi-
cate a friend had given us two years ago 
for the hot tubs. Since there was no ex-
piration date on the certificate, we didn't 
force a day to go into our schedules. So, 
we decided to make some time on 
Valentine's Day evening to go, and made 
reservations. We rushed home from our 
respective jobs, fed the animals and 
drove furiously to the Old Port so we 
would have time for dinner prior to our 
6:30 appointment time. Since buying a 
.house in December, this was to be our 
(irst dinner out (have to be frugal with a 
new house, you know) and we were 
somewhat disappointed that we had to 
rush through dinner and couldn't enjoy 
this treat. 
We arrived at The Portland Hot 
Tubs only to find out from the owner 
that he would not honor our gift certifi-
cate! He said they had just bought the 
bus·iness and although there was no ex-
piration date, it was no good. The ratio-
nale he used was that he started a new 
business and had nothing to do with the 
previous business. A businessman in the 
lobby said he thought this was illegal and 
tried to help us convince the own~ to 
let us use it. Of course, it seemed un-
usual that the new business would keep 
the same logo and phone numbers of the 
previous owners if they had nothing to 
do with the old business! So, the owner 
offered us $10.00 for our $25.00· gift 
certificate, but still claimed no resp.on-
sibility towards the gift certificate. . 
After some discussion wit the 
owner about the principle of the matter, 
his wife started yelling at ·us and made 
some comments about us being cheap. 
"I'm sorry," I said, "we were given a 
valid gift certificate to try the hot tubs 
by someone who had obviously enjoyed 
them. Had we been able to use it, we 
could have told all our friends what a 
romantic time we had and recommend 
it to others. Instead, you not only tell 
me that you must ruin our Valentine's 
Day plans and risk bad word of mouth 
(which is ten times worse than any good 
advertising could fix), but you also feel 
the need to yell at us and call us names." 
Everyone watching this display was 
embarrassed for us. 
How much easier it would have 
been to let us use our valid gift certifi-
cate than to argue with us for 20 min-
. utes, upset the guests waiting in the 
lobby, risk bad publicity and loss of 
business. So this letter is to let the com-
munity know that if they have a gift cer-
tificate with no expiration date to The 
Portland Hot Tubs, tough luck! Your 
money has just gone down the drain; 
right alongside our romantic Valentine's 
evening fortwo! -
The Attorney-General's office 
sQggested I try to find others who have 
been denied service by the new owners 
and to track down the previous owners 
(Douglas and Jeanne Goldsmith), which 
I have yet to be able to do. Any assis-
tance in this matter would be greatly ap-
preciated. I am sure that there are many 
more people like us who have been 
cheated. Of course, one thing we won't · 
know for sure is if we were denied us-
ing the gift certificate because we were 
two men. I never am conscious of ho-
mophobia, since it is usually covert, but 
still in the back of my mind I wonder. 
Back To Basics 
By John D'Emilio Director NGLTF 
Policy Insitute 
The military ban ... the freedom 
to marry ... the Rainbow curriculum .. 
. workplace partnership benefits .. . 
As our movement grows stronger, 
as inore of us come out earlier and stay I 
out for decades, our vision of equality 
for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgen-
der people expands. We, can see farther 
than we could a generation ago, and we 
expect more. The cutting-edge issues 
that seem to beckon us toward new fron-
tiers are the ones that grab our attention 
and our energy. 
Viewed from that perspective, 
what could be less interesting or more 
tired than sodomy law repeal? The po-
lice, after all, are not regularly barging 
into our bedrooms and leading us away 
in handcuffs. Aren't the remaining sod-
omy laws merely relics of a distant past, 
technically enforceable but meaningless 
in practical terms? 
Don't kid yourself. Even if not a 
one of us ever again got arrested for vio-
lating the sodomy statutes, they would 
weigh like a ton of bricks on Qur shoul-
ders. Getting rid of them has to be a top 
priority. 
The movement for sodomy law 
repeal got started in the 1950s. Theim-
pulse came as much from a legal pro-
fession interested in modernizing the 
penal code by eliminating "victimless" 
crimes as it did from a gay and lesbian 
movement still in its infancy. In 1961, 
eight years before the Stonewall Rebel-
lion, Illinois became the first state to re-
peal. A couple of other states did so in 
the 1960s; the repeal movement accel-
erated in the 1970s; and then it slowed 
considerably in the 1980s. Today, 
twenty-nine states and the District of 
Columbia are "free" states without sod-
omy laws; the remaining twenty-one 
states still criminalize all homosexual 
sex. 
The pattern of repeal is interesting. 
In the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s, 
virtually all of the repeals came through 
a rewriting of a state's entire penal code. 
In other words, sodomy law reform was 
hidden beneath an avalanche of changes 
in the criminal law and was not the fo-
cus' of public controversy. To my knowl-
edge, only two states repealed the ~w 
as a freestanding measure after full leg-
islative debate. As the extremist right 
got organized in the 1980s, it became 
harder to repeal these statutes legisla-
tively. Then, in 1986, in the infamous 
case _of Bowers v. Hardwick, the Su-
preme Court upheld the constitutional-
ity of sodomy statutes. Since then, sod-
omy.laws have fallen not through legis-
lative repeal but because energetic queer 
lawyers have challenged them based on 
the provisions of state constitutions. 
Even though the remaining laws 
are not often enforced, they function as 
an excuse for other oppressive measures. 
Here are som_e recent examples: w 
Judges in custody cases, as with Sharon 
Bottoms in Virginia, use the criminality 
of homosexual behavior as the basis for 
declaring a mother or father unfit. w at 
George Mason University last fall, a cru-
sading member of the governing board 
forced the elimination of a line item in 
the budget to fund a resource center for 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender 
students. The reason? The state's sod-
omy law. w in Arizona this January, a 
legislator introduced a bill to ban the use 
of school facilities by any group that 
supports illegal activity. His target: gay, 
lesbian, and bisexual student groups. 
His rationale: the state sodomy statute. 
w for years, the criminality of homo-
sexual acts has restricted the ability of 
AIDS activists to use public monies for 
effective AIDS educational efforts. 
Whether or not a state has a sod-
omy law also seems to affect how far it 
goes in other lll'eas of concern to us. For 
instance, one out of five "free" states 
include sexual orientation in their civil 
rights statutes, but only one out of seven 
sodomy states do. One out of five free 
states have executive orders from the 
governor banning sexual orientation dis-
crimination, but only one out of ten sod-
omy states do. Almost half of the free 
states punish hate crimes based on sexual 
orientation in contrast to only one-quar-
ter of the sodomy states. And, the con-
trast is most dramatic in the area of child 
custody. The National Center for Les-
bian Rights found courts supportive of 
granting us custody rights in more than 
one out of four free states in compari-
son to only one out of twenty sodomy 
states. 
The existence of a sodomy law in 
a state thus tends to be a good marker of 
a hostile climate. It also serves as a bar-
rier making other kinds of change more 
difficult to achieve. Until we eliminate 
them entirely, we run the very real risk 
of a right-wing effort to recriminalize 
homosexual acts in today's free states. 
And, as long as these laws exist any-
where in the United States, the stigma 
of criminality remains heavy in our cul-
ture, hanging like an albatross around 
our necks. 
Dr. D'Emilio is a noted historian 
and author. His works include "Making 
Trouble: Essays on Gay History, Poli-
tics and the University" (~outledge, 
1992), "Sexual Politics, Sexual Com-
munities: The Making of a Homosexual 
Minority in the United States, 1940-
1970" (University of Chicago Press, 
1983), and he is the co-author of "Inti-
mate Matters.: A History of Sexuality in 
America" (Harper and Row, 1988). He 
is currently working on a biography of 
the late Bayard Rustin. D 'Emilio's 
monthly column is available the last 
week of each month. Please publish or 
distribute this piece. Photos of Dr. 
D 'Emilio are available by contacting 
Tracey Conaty al 202/332-6483 x3303. 
The Community Pride 
Reporter ls published 
during the first two 
business days of the 
month. 
All submissions must be 
-in by the 20th of the 
month for inclusion in the 
next month's Issue. 
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Community Pride Resources 
MUG PA 
a state-wide, non-partisan organization 
fonned to educate the general public, politicians, 
and media on UG issues. Primary goals are to 
involve the L/G community in Maine's political 
process, promote civil rights, develop and review 
legislation, endorse candidates, build a coalition, 
and oppose anti-g~y legislation and referenda. 
Meetings are the 3rd Saturday of every month 
in Augusta. FMI call l-800-55-MLGPA. 
Parents, Families and Friends or Lesblam 
and Gays 
P-FLAG promotes the health and well-
being of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered 
persons, their families and friends through sup-
port, education and advocacy. Come and cel-
ebrate our children and friends just the way they 
are! (See listings for Maine & New Hampshire 
under PHONE SUPPORT and SUPPORT 
GROUPS.) 
Northern Lambda Nord 
an educational, infonnational, social, and 
service organization serving lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and transgendered people in northern 
Maine and New Brunswick .. Meetings are 2nd 
Sunday of every month at l pm (ME), 2 pm (N-
B), at the Gay-Lesbian Community Services . 
Center, 398 S. Main St., Caribou. FMI write 
NLN, PO Box 990, Caribou, ME 04736-0990. 
The Phoneline is staffed every Monday, 
Wednsday, and.Friday from 7 -9 pm. Call 207-
498-2088 or l-800-468-2088 · 
1be Matlovtch Society 
an educational and cultural organization 
oflesbians, bisexuals, gay men, and friends com-
mitted to sharing our history as well as provid-
ing person-affirming presentations and discus-
sions in a supportive environment. Meetings on 
the second and fourth Thursday every month at 
7:30 pm at the Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 Spring 
St. Portland. Free parking and accessible to the 
mobility-impaired. Call 207-761-4380. 
National Association or Social Worken, ME. 
Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues Commit-
tee welcomes new social work members. Our 
purpose is to educate, provide resour~es, and 
lobby legislators on issues involving sexual mi-
norities in Maine. FMI call NASW, 207-622-
7592. 
Hate Crimes & Blas Incidents: 
. Have you or someone you know been a 
victim? Call the Civil Rights Section of the 
Maine Department of the Attorney General at 
626-8844. 
Cltbiem Alliance ror Gay and Lesbian 
Rights: (CAGLR), 
New Hampshire's oldest progressive gay/ 
lesbian civil rights organization, welcomes all 
those interested in these goals to weekly meet-
ings, programs, socials and various o.ther events. 
Newsletter. Call Info-line 603-224-1686 or write 
to PO Box 730, Concord, NH 03302-0730. 
The Rainbow Business & Proresslonal 
Association 
A state-wide, non-profit organization es-
tablished to create a gay, lesbian, bi and trans-
gendered "chamber of commerce" for Maine. 
Meetings for networking or dinner with speaker 
events, held in the Greater Portland area, second 
Monday of the month. FMI write P.O. Box 6627, 
Scarborough, ME 04070-6627, call 207-775-
0015 or _e-mail wildboys@mainelink.net. 
Maine Speakout Project ror Equal Rights · 
Trains and deploys volunteers state-wide 
to speak with citizen groups in their towns and 
regions about their lives and the lives · of others 
who experience discrimination in Maine. For 
infonnation on activities in your county: 207-
879-0480 or write: MSOP, 123 Congress St., #1, 
Portland 04101. You need not be a speaker to 
work with Speakout! 
Identity Support 
New Hampshire P-FLAG Meetlnp; 
Concord: Meets 3rd Sunday from 3-5 pm at 
1st Congregational Church, Washington & North 
Main Stieets. (use Washington St entrance). fMI call 
603-472-4944. 
SeacOISt: Meets lst Tuesday from 7-9 pm at 
Stratham Commmity Cllurdi, Em:ry Lane, Stratham 
(1st righi west of Rte 101 circle). FMI call 603-772-
5196. 
Plymouth: Meets~ Sunday, 7-9 pm, Ply-
mouth Congregational Cllurch. fMI call 603-968-
7254 or 603-786-9812. 
Maine P-FLAG Meetlnp 
PorUand: Meets 2nd Tues.day 7-9 PM at 
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords 
St. fMI call 207-766-5158 or 207-774-3441. 
Brunnrlck/Bath: Meets I st, 2nd, & 3rd Wed. 
fMI call 207-729-0519. 
Lewiston/ Auburn: Meets last Sunday of the 
month from 6:30..8:30 pm. fMI call 207-783-9789. 
Women's Center 
Belfast· Weekly meetings, 9A Main SL, 2nd 
floor (above Jaret & Cohn). Group meeting every 
Wednesday, 6:15 pm. Women's Spirituality Gather-
ings, Mondays 7-9 pm FMI call 207-338-5702 
NA: Jlllt for Today 
meetings every Wednesday, 8:15 pm, at St 
Luke's Cathedral, State St., Portland. Use Park St. 
entranoe in rear. Also Friday meeting, 8:00 pm, 
Immanuel Baptist Cllureh, oorner Deering & High 
St., Use entranoe off'Deering St. 
Out and About 
a lesbian support and educational group, 
meets on 1st & 3rd Wednesday monthly, 7:00 pm., 
United Methodist Church, 129 Miller Ave, Ports-
mouth, NH. FMI: POB 5691, Pcxtsmouth, NH Cl3902, 
or call 603-430-5418. 
Out Among Friends 
lesbian social/discussion group. Meets 1st & 
3rdThursdays7-8:30pm,inthedownslairsclubroom 
of the Portland YWCA, fr1 Spring St $1 donation. 
fMI call 207-fr79-1037. 
Am<llo&hl 
A Maine lesbian/Gay Jewish support group, 
meets monthly. fMI call 207-883-6004. 
Exeter Congregational Church 
United Cllurch of Cllrist in Exeter, NH has 
adopted an Open and Affirming Statement & wel· 
comes all God's children to worship, Sundays, I Oa.m. 
21 Front St (near Court St.) Co-pastors the Revs. 
Michael L.C. Henderson & Jane Geffken Henderson. 
fMI call Ingrid ~t 603-772-6221. 
Lesbian/Gay Catholics 
The organi7.ation Dignity/Maine offers sup-
portive Masses for l/ g/b/t Catholics & their friends/ 
families. Third Sunday of every month at 6:00 pmin 
St. Lukes Cathedral, side chapel, 143 State St., Port-
land. Coffee & dessert aft.er the liturgy. fMI call 
Rosemary or Janet: 207-646-2820 or Laurie: 207-frlS-
0546 or write: Dignity/Maine, POB 8113, Portland 
04104. All replies kept confidential. 
The Appollo Society 
an out-reach, networking and social organi-
, zation for New Fngland's gay and lesbian atheists, 
free-thinkers, ethical humanists and Hellenes. Free 
speech/civil rights advocacy group offering freedom-
froarreligion support, religious de:progran:ming and 
fun! fMlcall207-773-5726 or P.O. Box 5301, Port-
land, ME 04101. 
Community of Hope 
A Christian congregation which claims a pri-
mary ministry with gay and lesbian people and strives 
to be inclusive of all persons. Worship on Saturdays 
at 4:00 PM at Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 High 
St., Portland. fMI write Community ofHope. POB 
1671, Portland, ME 041014. 
Central Maine Gay Men's Support Group 
Tuesdays from 7 -8:30 pm. fMI call 207-622-
1888 or 207-622-4254. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Dllllcmslon Group 
lstand3rdFridayseachmonth; 7-9pm. First 
Universalist Cllurdi, 345 Broadway, Rocldand, ME. 
fMI call Larry Godfrey at 207-594-2957. 
Support Group--Penolllcot & Surrounding 
Counties · - · 
For mm who have sex with men. Monthly 
mi,etings to talk about issues and concerns. Call 207-
990-2095 for more info & meeting !im.,s. 
Q-Squad 
Support group for lesbian, .gays, bi's & trans-
~ gendered. Serving Franklin County, based at UM 
. Maine AIDs Alliance 
Maine AIDS Alliance: 39 Green StJeet, Au-
gusta, ME 04330.Call207-621-2924. Fax: 207-622-
2662. 
AIDS Coalition of Lewiston/Auburn: P.O. 
Box 7977, Lewiston, ME 04243. Call 207-786-4697. 
AIDS Lodging BOUie: 142 High Street Suite 
609, Portland, ME 04101. Call 207-773-7165. 
Camp Chrysalis: PO Box 990, Belfast, Maine 
04915. Call 207-3338-5089. 
Community AIDS Awarenm11 Program: PO 
Box 457, Rwnford, ME 04276 Call 207-364-8603. 
Community Tuk Force onAIDS Education: 
PO Box 941 , Naples, ME 04055. 
Da:,sprlng AIDS Support Senices: 32 
Winthrop St , Augusta, ME 04330. Call 207 -626-3432. 
Down Eut AIDS Network: 114 State St , 
Ellsworth, ME 04605. Call 207-667-3506. 
Eastern Maine AIDS Network: PO Box 2038, 
Bangor, ME 0440 I. Call 207-990-3626. 
Merrymeetlng AIDS Support Service: PO 
Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011. Call 207-725-4955. 
Namm Project/Maine: P.O. Box 10248,Port-
land, ME 04104. Call 207-774-2198. 
Oxford Hills Community AIDS Network: PO 
Box 113, Paris, ME 04271. Call 207-743-7451. . . 
Peabody House: 14 On:hardSt,Portland, ME 
04102. Call 207-774-6281. 
People With AIDS Coalition of ME.: 696 
Congress Slleet, Portland, ME 04101. Call 773-8500. 
PAWS/Pets Are Wonderful Support: 142 
High SL, Room 330, Portland, ME 04101. Call 775-
PAWS. E-mail paws@igle.net. Home page: http:// 
www.ime.net/PAWS/ 
1be AIDS Project (TAP): PO Box 5305, Port-
land , ME 04101. Web page - www.neis.net/ 
aidsproject. E-mail - aidsproj@neis.net Call 207. 774-
6'K77. 
Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: P.O. Box 956, 
Belfast, ME 04915. Call 207-338-1427. 
Farmington. FMI call and leave IIEssage at 207-778-
7380. 
TramSupport 
Support group for crossdresseis, transsexuals, 
their families, friends. Meets in secure locations to 
provide support, education & social activities. Write 
TransSupport, P.O. Box 17622, Portland, 04112 or 
phone 207-945-3092. 
Gender 'lalk North 
Gender support. Write fornewsletter, P.O. Box 
211 , Keene, NH 03431. 603-924-8828. . 
Tram Counseling 
Cheshire Counseling Assoc., PO Box 1124, 
Keene, NH 03431. 603-357-5544. 
Maine Bisexual People's Network 
Meets to aflinn in all a positive nature of bi-
sexuality & work toward greater acceptance in the 
bisexual, gay, lesbian, and straight coumunities. Sup-
port & referrals available.fMiwriteP.O. Bo~ 10818, 
Portland, ME. 04104. 
Polyamorous Ufe Support (PALS) 
Do you love more than oneperson?You may 
be polyamorous. Polyamorous Life Support (PALS) 
is a discussion/support group for people interested in 
creating/nourishing committed, loving, multi-partner 
relationships. Whether curious or already multiply 
intimate, call 207-773-6132 fML 
Prisoners of Gender 
. (Refusing to be Barbie, Ken or both). Meets 
every Friday at 1:15 pm at Davis Room, Memorial 
Union, UM at Orono 
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Group 
MeetseveryTuesday, 7~9PM,atWom:n'sRe-
souroe Center 101 Fernald Hall at UM Orono. FMI 
call 207-581-1425. 
Dover,NH 
Gay,l.esbian, Bisexual & Transgendered sup-
port Group meets Sundays 7-Spm, Quaker Mtg. 
House, Central Ave. Social times too. FMI call 603-
743-GAY2 eves. 
Lewiston/Auburn 
A new gay, lesbian, bisexual support group 
for the Lewiston/Auburn area meets Mondays at 7 
pm at the Onitarian-Universalist Church on Spring 
St.,Aubum. 
Bangor Lesbian Support Group 
This lesbian Support Group welcomes any 
woman who self-identifies as a lesbian. They seek to 
create woman-only, lesbian-positive space to explore 
iMues and aflinn themselves and each another as les-
bians. Confidentiality, open-mindedneM and respect 
are required. Meets 1st and 3rd Wednesdays from 
6:30..8:00 pm. 
Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health Center 
334 Harlow SL, Bangor. fMI: call 207-947-
5337. 
S.N.A.P • . 
Survivors Network of Those Abused by 
Priests. Monthly support group for IIEn & women 
healing from sexual abuse by clergy of any denomi-
nation. Meets in Portland location on third Friday of 
the month. fMI call 207-774-5025. 
DEGLO (Down East Gay & Lesbian Org.) 
Meets 2nd ·Saturday of the month, 5:30 pm at 
the UU Church, Park Street, Bangor. 
Maine Gender RfSOurce & Support Service 
Information, referrals and education for the 
trans gender community, helplng professionals and the 
general public. Write MeGReSS, PO Box 1894, 
Bangor, ME 04402-1894 orcall 207-945-3092. 
All Maine Tramgender 
Group Support for all Crossdressers, Trans-
vestites, Transgenders, Transexuals. All inclusive 
group , gay, lesbian, bi, straight. Confidential and 
desaeet, Bangor meeting plaoe. February meetings 
are on the 7th and the 28th. Call 207-947-1686 for 
time and plaoe; or fMI write AMT P.O. Box 145 
Brewer, ME 04412. 
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Parents Group 
For dates, places and times write Gl.B Par-
ents Group, P.O. Box 10818, Portland, ME04104. 
Mothers and Kids Group 
Social events and group support for lesbians 
and their children. Fmphasis on inclusion· oflesbians 
in the process of becoming pregnant or adopting. 
Meets monthly in the greater Portland area. fMI write: 
P.O. Box 2235, South Portland, ME 04116. 
Medical Support 
Planned Parenthood of Northern New 
F.ngland 
Serving men and women, offering annual exams, 
pregnancy teating, birth control info. & supplies (free con· 
doms!), testing and lnlalmentforinfections and STD's, meno-
pmse support and more. Evening houm, affordable services, 
and complde confidentiality. Medicaid welcome. 970 Forest 
Ave., Ponland. FMlcall207-874-1095. 
FREE FAMILY THERAPY 
available for individuals & families ( of any type) wbo 
are affected by HIV disease. FMI, contact Chris Behan, MSW 
at Center for Training and Special Programs. 207· 773-6658. 
Teen Ufe Center 
Youth Clinic sponsored by City of Portland Publu: 
Health, Monday-Friday (10:00-11:30 am) The homeless 
health team's youth clinic is a place where you can ieceive 
free health care in a friendly environment. Located on Chest· 
nut St. across from Portland High School. Confidential heahh 
. selVices with access to other support yru may need. Drop in 
between 10 to 10:45 am, 
Sexually 'fransmitted Diseue Clinic 
Portland STD Clinic provides full range of se!Vices 
from screening & treatment, education & counseling and 
HIV antibody testing and crunseling. Located in Room 
303 of City Hall. Anonymous HIV !eating by appointment 
on weekdays from 8 amto5 pm. Call207-874-8784. For 
other STD selVices: 207-'K74·8446. 
Coping with Caregiving 
Provides support for those caring for a disabled or 
chronicallyltenninally ill person. Group meets on 2nd and 
4th Friday of the month at noon at Meicy Hospital Board 
Room. sixth floor. FMI call 207 .379. 3477, 
Breast self-exam chwes 
The Breast Health Resouroe Center at.Meicy Hos-
pital is offering free self-exam classes to teach women bow 
to perfonn breast self-ilxams, what to look for, what a lump 
might feel like, and what to do if yru find something that 
doesn't Sj!tlm right. Classes are on the 3rd Thursday of the 
month on the 5th floor. FMI, or to register; call ~07 -879-
3791 
OUTRIGHT · 
Bangor: Fridays 5:00-7:30 pm, Uniterian 
Universalist Church, Park St., behind City Hall 
in Bangor. FMI call 207-990-3626. 
Central Maine: Weekly confidential 
meetings for gay, lesbian, & questioning youth 
22 years and under. Call First Call at 795-6677 
or 1-800-339-4042 and ask about OlITRIGHT. 
Portland: Meets every Fri., 7:30-9:30 pm, 
The People's Building, 155 Brackett St., 2nd 
floor, Portland. Safe & supportive discussions 
with and for gay, lesbian, bisexual & question-
ing young people. FMI call 774-TALK, or 774-
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Youth Support 
HELP or write to P .0. Box 5077, Portland, ME. 
04101. 
Waldo-Knox : Meets every other Sunday 
in Camden for g/1/b or questioning youth 22 & 
under. Confidential, supportive, safe space for 
growth, discussion & fun. FMI Lisa at Waldo-
Knox AIDS Coalition 338-1427 or write P.O. 
Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915. Collect calls okay. 
Concord .: Meets every Thurs., 7-9 pm 
at UU Church, 274 Pleasant St., next to concord 
Hospital & Orthopedics Clinic. 603/664-9169. 
.Monadnock: Meets everyThurs.,7-9 pm 
at 'The Place To Go", 46 Concord St. (Rt. 202 
N), Peterborough, 603/547 -2545. 
Nashua : Meets every 2nd & 4th Thurs-
day at UU Church comer of Canal & Lowell Sts. 
(near Dunkin Donuts). Call Steve or Gypsy at 
603/672-0792. Email: OutrightNH@AOL.com 
Seacoast: Meets every Sun. 5- 7 pm 
(movie night), Tues. 6-8 pm (drop in) , & Friday 
from 7 to 9 pm (support group) at the UU Church 
Annex (next to fire station), 206 Court St., Ports-
mouth NH. FMI call 603/431-1013, P.O . Box 
842, Portsmouth NH 03801. 
COLA GE 
A national support group run by and for 
the children of gay, lesbian or bisexual paren'ts . 
FMI call COLAGE, 2300 Market St., #165, Dept. 
P, San Fr;mcisco, CA_,94114. 
THE MAINE YOUTH 
PROTECTION COUNCIL 
Works to creat safer communities and 
schools for minority youth. If racism or ho-
mophobia affect you, help be part of the solu-
tion. Call 207-775-4944 for information on the 
council and sub-committees. Toe(e is a place 
HIV Relate.~ S~pport Meetings 
Portland: 
Mondays: People Living with HIV disease and 
all friends, families, partners & caregivers, 6:30-8:00 
PM. 
Tuesdays: People living with HIV disease and 
all friends, families, lovers and caregivers, 10:30 am-
Noon. TAP, 142 High Slleet Suite 632, Porland, ME 
04101. 
2nd & 4th Tuesdays: Living Well focusing on 
quality of life 31)d empov.oermenL 
Wedsndays: Drop-in discussion group for 
married/gay/bisexual/ questioning men. FMI call 
Gerry at 2f17 -77 -6877. 
ht Wednesday: PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful 
Support), 5:30 pm. Call 775-PAWS. Charles Wynott, 
' Program Coordinatot 
Thursdays : People living with HIV meets 
from 5:30-7 pm. TAP, 142 High Street Suite 632, 
Porland, ME 04101. 
2nd Thursday: Client Advisory Board, open 
to all clients of The AIDS Project, 1 :30 pm. 
The above Portland support group& meet at 
The AIDS Project, 142 High SL, 6th floor.except the 
Tuesday group, Living Well. FMI on that call Sandy 
Titus at Stratogen Health Care. Call Jane O'Rourke 
at 207-774-6877 or 1-800-851-2437 for more infor-
mation. 
Family and Friends Accepting Change To-
gether (FFACT), asupport group sponsored by North-
em Maine AIDS Network for friends, farnili,es & 
careproviders. Meets every 2nd Tuesday, 7 :00 pm, at 
the Aroostook Medical Center, conference room A. 
Presque Isle. FMI, Deb Madore of Health 1st, 207-
768-3056 or 1-800-432-7881. 
Auburn: People living with HIV disease, 
Tuesdays, 1:30-3:00 pm atAubum Family Planning. 
Call Diana Carrigan, Androscoggin and Oxford Case 
Manager and Support Services Coordinator for TAP 
at the Auburn office, 207-783-7301. 
Augusta: Every 2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 6:00-
7: 15 pm, Dayspring AIDS Support Services offers 
support for people with HIV & those who care about 
them. FMI, call 207-626-3435. 
Bangor: Man 2 Man lllV prevention program 
for men who have sex with men. M2M offers educa-
tion, HIV testing, support groups, HIV/AIDS Hotline 
and workshops. To volunteer or FMI on the program 
call 2f17-990-2095 or write: Man 2 Man, POB 2038, 
Bangor, ME 04402. 
Biddeford: People affected or infected by 
HIV, Mondays, S:30-7:00 pm. So. ME. Medical Cen-
terclassroom opposite cafeteria on 2nd floor. Call John 
Bean, York C-0unty Case Manager, 2f17-77 4-6877. 
Brunswick: Meetings for family and friends 
who have loved ones with lllV /AIDS at Merrymeeting 
AIDS_ Support Services, 8 Lincoln Street FMI on · 
meeting days and times call 725-4955. 
Farmlngton:Thmsdays: 6:30-8:30 pm. lllV+ 
support group. Call Christie Foster at Tri-County 
Health Services, 778-4553, for location. pm. For details call Schultz, 603-357-5270. 
Gardiner: lst& 3rd Wednesdays:-People Liv- Lebanon/Hanover: ACoRN offers support 
ing with lllV meets from 1:30-3 pm at the Physicians groups, case management, c6mmunity referrals and 
Building behind KVRHAAnnex. Call MASS at 725- HIV prevention programs for people in the UpperVal-
4955. ley. FMI call John or Mark at 800-816-2220. 
Kennebunk: Drop-in discussion group every MonadnockRegion: For info., referrals, test-
Tuesday for married/gay/bisexual/questioning men at ing, buddies, speakers & volunteer opportunities call 
TAP Office, Lafayette Center, downtown Kennebunk. AIDS Services for the Monadnock Region at 603-357-
FMI call Gerry at 207-774-6877. 6855 or 1-800-639-7903 or call United Way Help-Line, 
Lewiston: 4th Thursday: Great Sexpectations 1-800-368-4357. 
monthly drop-ins for gay, bi & questioning men of all Nashua area: Two v.oeekly self-help groups for 
ages. 7:00-10:00 PM, ACLA office (4 Lafayette SL) those infected with, or affected by, HIV/AIDS. For 
FMI, Sean-207n86-4697. times, dates and locations, call 603-595-8464. 
Rumford/Me:dcoArea: Mondays: AIDS Sup-
port GrouplPhoneline meets from 7-8 :30 pm at Mexico 
Congregational Church, Main Street, Mexico. Call 
364-8603. 
New Hamp&hire: 
Derry area: Support group open to anyone 
infected with AIDS/HIY. Hosted by the &umenical 
AIDS Task Fon:e, at St Thomas Aquinas. FMI or 
reserevations, call Jane Dwyer at 603-432-7530. 
Keene: Support group for families, friends, 
partners qf persons living with AIDS or who have died 
of AIDS. Confidential & anonymous. Meets every 
other Wed., at Planned Parenthood, 7-8 :30 pm. Call 
Dorothy Anderson at 603-756-4735. 
Keene: Support group for HIV positive people 
and those living with AIDS meets alternate Mon. 6:30 
N.H. Seacoast "Connections" support group 
for care givers, parents, families and friends, all ihose 
whose lives are affected by lllV /AIDS. "Connections" 
meets every month on second Tuesdays from 7 to 8:30 
p.m., at the E.xeter Congregational Church 21 Front 
SL Exeter, NH. Discussions, information sharing and 
support are offered in a friendly and private atmo-
sphere. FMI 603-772-6221, or 603-436-8963. 
Peterborough: Support group for family, part-
ners and friends whose lives have been affected by 
HIV /AIDS meets Tues. at noon. Call Maria Rosario-
603-924-7191, ext 1126 for details. 
Wlnnipmaukee Region: HIV/AIDS support 
group meets Wednsdays from 7 -9 pm at Labs Re-
gion General Hospital. FMI cal Wayne at 603-524-
3211 ext 3900. 
·Phohe SuppoH BY Region 
National Center for Lesbian Rights 
Youth Project: 1-800-528-NCLR. 
Gay & Lesbian Phonellne or Maine: 
Staffed Monday, Wednsday and Friday from 7 
pm - 9 pm. Call 207-498-2088 or (Maine) 800-
468-2088. 
Boston Alliance of Lesbian and Gay 
Youth-(BAGLY): 1-800-347-TEEN. 
National Hotline for gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual & transgender youth. Sponsored by the 
Indianapolis Youth Group . Staffed & trained, 
peer youth counselors. Lines are open Sunday 
thru Thursday 7-10 pm, Friday and Saturday 7 
pm to midnight. Confidential and anonymous. 
Call 1-800-347-TEEN 
HIV-AIDS Prevention Project: Staffed 
Monday, Wednsday, and Friday from 7 - 9 pm. 
Call 207-498-2088 or (Maine) 800-468-2088 
The AIDS Line: 1-800-851-AIDS or 775-
1267. HIV/AIDS related questions, call Mon.~ 
Sat. 9 am-5 pm, Mon. & Wed. evenings until 7:30 
MUSIC&ART 
Women In Harmony 
an eclectic choral ensemble open to all 
women regardless of age, race, religion, or sexual 
orientation. If you are interested in becoming a 
member or volunteering organizational skills, 
send SASE (including your phone number) to P 
.0. Box 5136 Sta. A, Portland, ME. 0410i, or 
call 207/774-4940. 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
a community chorus which brings men 
together to enhance social tolerance and diver-
sity in the Greater Portland area, as well as af-
firming the gay/lesbian experience with creative 
and lively musical entertainment. FMI call 774-
2704 or write M.G.M.C., P.O. Box 10391, Port-
land, ME. 04104. 
The Maine Gay Visual Artkt's League 
meets on the third Wednesday of every 
month. The League is a non-profit, creative sup-
port network for Maine's gay & lesbian visual 
artists community. FMI call 775-3420. 
pm. Anonymous. 
DIAL KIDS: For lesbian, gay, bi & ques-
tioning youth under 19 yrs. 77 4-TALK. 
Ingraham Volunteers: Call 774-HELP 
(774-4357). 
The AIDS Project 774-6877. Located at 
142 High St., 6th floor, Portland 04101. Call 
for information and support group meetings in 
Portland, Lewisto~ Brunswick. 
Bangor: Eastern Maine AIDS Network: 
990-3626 
Penobscot County: HIV/AIDS Hotline-
1-800-429-1481 
Belfast: Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 
338-1427 
Brunswick: MerrymeetingAIDS Support 
Services: 725-4995 
Bridgton: Community Task Force on 
AIDS: 583-6608 -
Rumford : Communitr AIDS Awareness 
Program: 823-4170 
Online/Internet 
The Maine GayNet Mail List 
Share your ideas and opinions with other 
list members. To subscribe to this ·list, send e-
mail to majordomo@abacus .oxy.edu. fu the 
message part, write "subscribe me-gaynet'' 
The Maine GayNet Home Page 
An ever-changing display of events and 
information. Meetings, contact people, re-
sources, & referrals. Point your WEB Browser 
to: Http://www.qrd.org/QRD/www/usa/maine. 
FMI e-mail Paula Stockholm: 
paula@maine.com. 
San Francisco Gay/Lesbian Tourism Gulde 
An online merchant-sponsored Internet 
website geared to gay and lesbian travellers to 
the San Francisco area. It is compatible with 
most mainstream web browsers. Address: 
www.gaysf.com 
Lewiston: AIDS Coalition of Lewiston/ 
Auburn: 786-4697 
Waterville: Dayspring: 626-3432 
Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Network: 
667-3506 
Oxford Hills: Oxford Hills Community 
AIDS Network: 743-7451. 
Mid coast: Gay men's HELP LINE, 6:00-
9:00 pm (only) M-F 207-863-2728. FAX 207-
863-2794. Also, gay youth info. 
Parents & Friends or Lesbians & Gays 




Augusta/Hallowell: 623-2349 - F.E. 
*Dover-Foxcroft: 564-7986 • Sharon 
*Brunswick/Bath: 729-05f9 - Sally & 
*Lewiston/ Auburn: 783-6964 - Estelle 
*Portland: Rita, 766-5158 or Sue, 774-
6023 
Waldoboro: Sue - 832-5859 
CONTACTS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 
P-FLAG NH 24 hour Helpline: 603-623-
New Hampshire: Teen Crisis Line - 1-
800-63 9-6095. 
Concord: Judy, 603/485-3943 
Webster: Betsy, 603/746-3818 
Nashua: Nancy, 603/880-8709 
Kensington: Norallohn, 603/772-3893 
Stratham: Betty, 603/772-5196 
Francestown: Cy/Gordo~ 603/547-2545 
Holderness: Olivia, 603/968-7254 
Rumney: Ann, 603n86-9812 
Center Sandwich: Tish, 603/284-6434 
DOVER, NH: Gay,Lesbian,Bisexual & 
Transgender Helpline for information, referral 




Maine Frontrunners : a gay and lesbian run-
ning club sponsoring weekly run in Portland. We meet 
at the beginning of Back Cove Walkway (corner Baxter, 
Blvd. & Preble SL E.xt), Saturdays, 9 am. FMI call 
Jim 761-2059 or John 828-4896. 
Out on MDI: For gays, lesbians, bi's and our 
friends. Very active social/support group. Meets ev-
eryTuesday at 7:00 pm. Newcomers always welcome. 
FMI, write OlFI' ON MDI, PO Box 367, Southwest 
Harbor, ME 04679-0367 or call 207-288-2502 and 
leave a message. · 
SOLO: Monthly Gatherings for Older, Single 
Lesbians: for fun & friendship. FMI call Kathy 207-
688-4737 or 207-725-0179. 
W.O.W. (Wild Outdoor Women): Recre-
ational group meets monthly for outdoor activities fol-
lowed by pot luck socials. Activities: biking, hiking, 
camping, canoeing, kayaking. FMI: Jen @ 207-787-
2379 or 207-773-5083. 
Wilde-Stein Oub: Meets every Thursday at 
6:30 pm at Memorial Union, Sutton Lounge, UM at 
Orono. 
NEW HAMPSIDRE 
ALMA: Active Lesbians of the Monadnock 
Area (fonnerly the MonadnockArea Women) meet on 
the 2nd and 4th Friday of the month. -FMI call 603-
363-4961. 
Dartmouth Women's Meeting: Meets every 
Monday at 9 pm at the Women's Resource Center, 
Dartmouth College. FMI call 603-646-3636. 
LINC: Lesbians Inviting New Connections. 
A network serving women in New England. FMI call 
Pauli at 603-668-9245. 
Mountain Valley Men (MVM): A group of 
gay men of all ages in the western Maine, Eastern NH 
area who get together fQr pot luck dinners, hiking, 
canoeing, skiing and other activities. FMI, write to 
Box 36, Center Conway, NH 03813-0036 or call Paul 
at 207-925-1034. . 
Seacoast Gay Men: Social group meets Mon-
days (except l!olidays), 7 pm Unitatian Universalist · 
Church, 292 State SL, Portsmouth, NH. FMI call (603) 
430-4052, or write P.O. Box 1394, Portsmouth 03802-
1394. 
Womem Meeting Women: Lesbian social/ 
support group meeting monthly at the Unitarian-Uni-
versalist Church on the 2nd Saturday of the every 
month from 2:30 - 6 pm. FMI call Dianne at 603-881-
4268, or by e-mail DBalbat@aol.com. 
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February 27 - March 16 
Village Repertory Company presents "Tiny 
Alice" at Oak Street Theater, 92 Oak St., 
Portland, ME. FMI (207)774-1376 
March 1, 2, 8, 9 - 2 PM 
Storyteller David Neufeld presents "Fire 
Light Tales" at Oak Street Theater, 92 Oak 
St., Portland ME. FMI (207)775-5103 
March 2 - March 23 
"Iphigenia and Other Daughters" at Portland 
Stage Company, 25A Forest Ave., ~ortland, 
ME. FMI (207)774-0465 
March 7 - March 16 
"Truth Be Known" presented by Mad Horse 
Children's Theater. Tickets $6.00. FMI or 
reservations (207)797-3 33 8 
March 20 - April 6 
"Pushing Through" at Oak Street Theater, 
92 Oak St., Portland ME. FMI (207)775-
5103 
March 20 - March 22 
Daffodil Days, sponsored by the American 
Cancer Society. To volunteer or to order 
flowers, call (800)464-3102. 
March21-23 
GLSTN (Gay, Lesbian, Straight Teachers 
Net work) National Conference in Salt Lake 
City, Utah. FMI (212)727-0254. 
March21-23 
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance 
"New Poems" workshop at MWPA office, 
12 Pleasant St. , Brunswick, ME. Cost is 
$95 or $75 for members. FMI (207)729-
6333 
March 31 · April 14 
6:30 - 8:30 PM - "Sharing As Sisters," this 
psycho-educational group on HIV and 
AIDS will explore sexual health and needs 
as we live in the age of HIV and STD, at 
Women's Health Consortium, 3 79 State St., 
Portsmouth NH. FMI (603)431-1669. 
Monday March 3 
7:00 - 8:30 PM "Herbal Support for the 
Menopausal Years" at Women's Health 
Consortium, 379 State St., Portsmouth NH. 
FMI (603)431-1669. 
Tuesday March 4 
6:30 - 8:30 PM - Tax Information Night at 
Women's Health Consortium, 3 79 State St., 
Portsmouth NH. FMI (603)431-1669 
Wednesday March 5 
6:30 - 8:30PM 
"Women's Writing and Women's Wisdom 
for Vintage Women (50+)" at Women 's 
Health Consortium, 379 State St ., 
Portsmouth NH. (603)431-1669. 
Thursday March 6 
6:30 - 8:30 PM - A Midwife's Journey: 2 
Decades of Birth Stories at Women's Health 
Consortium, 379 State St., Portsmouth NH. 
FMl(603)431-1669 
Friday March 7 
5:30 - 8 PM - Celebration and Good-Bye 
Party for Ruth Rosenhek, Director of 
Women's Health Consortium The Women's 
City Club, 375 Middle St., Portsmouth NH. 
8;30 to noon - Visiting Nurse Association 
and Hospice's Well Child Clinic at South 
Portland Church of the Nazarene, 525 
Highland Ave., South Portland ME. By 
appointment only. Fee is $2.00. FMI 
(207)780-8624. 
Saturday March 8 
9 AM -noon - Free women's health exams 
at Women's Health Consortium, Portsmouth 
NH. For appointment (603)431-1669 
6PM - Potluck dinner, followed by videos, 
including "Cannibal Women in theAvocado 
Jungle" . Norwich VT. An Amelia's Event. 
FMI Beth (802)649-5297. 
2 PM - Third Annual Snowshoe Games and 
Potluck Supper in Rumney NH with Lakes 
and Mountains Connections women. FMI 
(603)786-2510. 
8 PM - Alpine Grove, Hollis NH. Women 
Meeting Women Dance. FMI (603)881-
4268 
Monday March 10 
7:15PM - Visiting Nurse Association and 
Hospice, along with American Cancer 
Society - Guidance in Grieving at Methodist 
Church, Elm St., South Portland, ME. FMI 
(207)780-8624. 
RBPA (Rainbow Business and Professional 
Association) networking meeting. FMI 
(207)775-0015 
Tuesday March 11 
7 to 8:30 PM -"Connections,'' a support 
group for caregivers, parents, friends and 
families-all those whose lives are affected 
by HIV/AIDS-holds its monthly meeting 
at the Exeter Congregational Church, 21 
Front St., Exeter NH. Confidentiality is 
assured. FMI (603)772-6221 or (603)436-
8963. 
Wednesday March 12 
6:30 - 8:30 PM - How Not To Become a 
Victim To Your Automobile at Women' s 
Health Consortium, 379 State St. , 
Portsmouth NH. FMI (603)431-1669 . 
1:30 PM - Augusfa Civic Center-public 
Hearing on Carolyn Crosby's bill LO 1017 
"An Act to Protect Traditional Marriage and 
Prohibit Same Sex Marriages ." FMI 
(800)55MLGPA 
Meetings of Maine Sp~akout Project County 
chapters: All Welcome ! 
AROOSTOOK: TIJESDAY, 3/25, 7 pm Northern Lambda Nord, 
Caribou FMI: Call Deb Madore @ 768-3056 
HANCOCK: THURSDAY, 3/13, 7-9 pm, Unitarian C~urch, 
Ellsworth FMI: Call Dotty Kay Stillman @ 244-9053 
KNOX: SUNDAY, 3/16, 3-5 pm, UU Church, Rockland FMI: Call 
Lucie Bauer @ 236-4 734 · 
PENOBSCOT: WEDNESDAY, 3/12, 6-7:30 pm, St, Michael's Cen-
ter, Bangor FMI: Call Janet May @ 862-5907 
YORK: 1HURSDAY, 3/27, 5:30 Potluck, UU Church, Kennebunk 
· FMI: Call Sue Gesing @ 967.:.3420 or Bob Wuerthner @ 985-6846 
NEXT SPEAKOUT TRAINING FOR VOLUNTEER SPEAK· 
ERS: Saturday, April 12th, 9-5, Grace Lutheran Church, Auburn. To 
register, send $10 to MSOP, 123 Congress Street#!, Portland 04101. FMI: 
879-0480. 
o~ Eve.lLU 
Thursday March 13 
7:30 - 9PM - Matlovich Society presents "It's 
Elementary," a feature-length documentary 
which challenges the censorship of the topic 
of homosexuality in school curricula. Holiday 
Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland ME. 
lOAM - 3 PM - Women's Resource Fair at 
USM Campus Center (Portland Campus) 
7 PM - Body Awareness for Women at 
In Touch, 278 Court St., Portsmouth NH. FMl 
(603)431-1669 
6:30 PM - Northern Lambda Nord business 
meeting at the Gay and Lesbian Community 
Services Center of Northern Maine, 398 Main 
St. , Caribou ME. FMI (207)498-2088 or 
(800}468-2088. 
Friday March 14-
8 PM - Maine Gay Men's Chorus Spring 
Concert at Portland High School. Tickets 
from chorus members or at Drop Me a Line, 
Amadeus Music or Bookland-Mill Creek. 
FMl(207)772-8640 
Saturday March 15 
7 PM - Women's Coffeehouse featuring 
"Diva Brazilia," a women's ensemble 
performing world music at Belfast Free 
Library, High Street, Belfast ME. Benefitting 
the Women' s Center in Belfast. Event is 
women only. $6.00 donation. Refreshments 
available. FMI (207)338-5702 . 
8 · PM - Main<; Gay Men's Chorus Spring 
Concert at Portland High School. Tickets 
from chorus members or at Drop Me a Line, 
Amadeus Music or Bookland-Mill Creek. 
FMl(207)772-8640 
Tuesday March 18 
1:00 to 4:00 PM - Visiting Nurse Association 
and Hospice Adult Immunization Clinic/ 
Health Screening Clinic for Adults at 50 
Foden Rd. , South Portland, ME. Appointment 
required. FMI (207)780-8624. 
Thursday March 20 
7:30 - 9 PM - Self-Esteem Enhancement at 
Women's Health Consortium, 379 State St., 
Portsmouth NH. FMI (603)431-1669. 
Saturday March 22 
9 AM - noon - Free women's health exams at 
Women 's Health Consortium, Portsmouth 
NH. For appointment (603)431-1669 
Saturday March 22 
1 to 4 PM - Maine Writers and Publishers 
Alliance "Writing for the Older Child" 
workshop at Lithgow Library, Winthrop 
St., Augusta ME. Cost is $55 or $45 for 
members. FMI (207)729-6333 
Monday March 24 
6:00 - 9:00 PM - Sexual assault advocacy 
training program begins-runs for 6 weeks 
on Monday and Wednesday evenings . 
Sponsored by Sexual Assault Response 
Services of Southern Maine. FMI 
(800)313-9900 
. Wednesday March 26 
noon to 2 PM - Transition Support Group 
(for women who have recently completely 
breast cancer treatment) begins at Mercy 
Hospital's Breast Health Resource Center. 
Bring a bag lunch; beverages available. To 
register or for more information call 
(207)879-3 790 
Thursday March 27 
7:30 - 9PM - Matlovich Society presents 
"Bea Gates," author of "The Wild Good," 
a collection of photographs and writings 
about lesbian love. Holiday Inn by the Bay, 
88 Spring St., Portland ME. 
6:30 - 9 PM - Mindfulness Space Living 
at Women's Health Consortium, 379 State 
St., Portsmouth NH. FMI (603)431-1669. 
GLBT & Allies Night at the Seacoast 
Repertory· Theatre-Another Summer. 
Tickets/reservations and FMI (800)639-
7650 or (603)433-4472. · 
Saturday March 29 
7: 30 PM - Dance Extrordinaire at Gorham 
High School Auditorium, 41 Morrill Ave. 
Gorham Me. $5 with reservations, $6 at 
the door. Sponsored by The Studio for the 
Living Arts, Gray. FMI (207)657-5386. 
Tuesday April 8 
1:30 PM - Public Hearing atAugusta Civic 
Center-testimony on experiences with 
discrimination-for bi 11 LO 1116 "An Act 
to Prevent Discrimination." FMI Gaynet 
and MLGPA' s web page at http :// 
firegir I.co m/mlgpa 
May 9-11 
Gay Men Together week-end retreat, 
building community, workshops, fun, and 
laughter, learning from other gay men in a 
6PM - AIDS Benefi t to Celebrate Life- supportive space. At Pilgrim Lodge in 
"mocktails" by the pool, buffet dinner, live· Licht.field. FMI (207)499-0166. This not-
entertainment, art auction. Caribou Inn and for-profit group is planning two retreats per 
Convention Center. Tickets $5 or $45/2. FMl - year. 
(207)493-4430 or (800)432-7881 
11 AM - 4 PM - Maine Writers and Publishers 
Alliance "Writing for Publication" workshop 
at the Thomas A. Hill House, 159 Union St., 
Bangor, ME. Cost ii; $65 or $45 for members . 
FMI (207)729-6333 
Horseshoes in the Park 
~orseshoes in the Park, a new women's club, is starting in April. No 
experience is necessary, 
If you've ever wanted to play or learn to play horseshoes or play and 
have found it difficult to find other women who play, join us. 
lbis club is about having fun and socializing with other women: Our 
first meeting will be held on Wednesday April 2nd from 6:30-8pm at 
Deering Oaks Parle in Portland. 
Enter Deering Oaks from the Deering Ave. side and the horseshoe 
pits will be directly on the left after the baseball diamond, in front of the 
Volleyball court. 
· Bring your horseshoes if you have them, all horseshoes welcome 
whether regulation or not. If you don't have any horseshoes, don't worry 
some will be provided for you. FMI call (207)774-2403 and leave a mes-
sage, someone will return your call asap. 
TravelNacation 
L\L\ LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 MYELLOWBIRCHFARM: B&B or 
charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, weekly rental with cooking facilities . 
pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, Private entrance & bath, woodstove, 
yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. skylights. Pristine coastal Maine, rear 
We're your perfect vacation choice year wildlife refuge, Eastport, and the 
round! Week-long and midweek Canadian border. Great backcountry 
discounts. HIGHLANDS INN, Box skiing: call for reservations: (207) 726-




Searching for real friend: TSF- 32, long 
red hair, thin, with brown eyes that 
sparkle and I'm a pretty smart writer and 
filmmaker, iso F, · 29-50 with 
Individuality, Goals and Desires who is 
not afraid to Dream. Write: Community 
Pride Reporter PSN 101; P.O. Box 178; 
Saco, ME 04072. 
22YOmale: 5'7", slender, brown/brown, 
out college student, likes dancing poetry, 
travel, and outdoors ISO male 20-27 who 
is out, cultured, into kissing, erotocism, 
and not into bar scenes . Write: 
Community Pride Reporter PSN 103; 
P.O. Box 178; Saco, ME 04072. 
Female 24, red hair, blue eyes, out 
47 yo f, iso, f for long term: relationship. I . 
am 5' 2" and thin, browp. hair and blue/ 
green eyes. I am Honest and sincere with 
likes in Music, movies and long walks.I 
am searching for a woman with similar 
interests . Write: Community Pride 
Reporter PSN 105; P.O. Box 178; Saco, 
ME 04072. 
GWM 47 who enjoys cross-dressing and 
exploring feminine side. ISO penpal/ 
friend for moral support & guidance thru 
learning experiences. rm unable to read 
or write very well , cassette tapes are 
appreciated. Respond: Community Pride 
Reporter PSN 105; PO Box 178; Saco, 
ME 04072. 
college student likes nature, reading, With Respect, a crone High Priestess of 
animals, movies, writing ISO female 24- the Goddess· within eclectic traditions of 
35 who is independant, intelligent,and Wiece, Hinduism, Huna, metaphysics, 
fun. Must be out. Write: Community Human Beings, bards and more, seeks a 
Pride Reporter PSN 104; P.O. Box 178; trainee/Prtestess/Maiden7assistantr 
Saco, ME 04072. apprentice ... whatever you wish to call 
yourself. Interested? Please call Alaina: 
207 /490-0589 
Support 
USM students G.L.B.T.Q. who wish to connect with others can contact 
Laurie@ 874-3232 or Julie@ 874-3301 or Paul @ 874-3255 for support, help 
or friendships. 
I Teen AIDS Line 
775-1267 
1-soo-ss 1-AIDS (2437) 
Tc.ENS EDLJCATING TcEJ\tS 
ABOUT /-/IV AND AID/:i 
WEDNESDAYS 
6:00PM - 9:00PM 
I 
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the 1997 ~dition 
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't· ' .. 
/ vailable at your local 
1 
/ gay-friendly bookstore 






for a free catalog 
FARNSWORTH & ASSOCIATES 
Attorneys at Law 
Legnl service111'lnlewide induding: DomC!llk Rclnlion,, Civil 1Ught11, 0111lrnl'l!I, 
Employment. Wi1111. Prohnle, Bnnkrupll'y, Rcnl ll~lnlc, nnd Pcrsonnl Injury. 
Susan Farnsworth, Esq. 
Offices In Hallowell and Portland. 
Call l -800-8066-1..AW. 
FOA INFOAMATIOH ANO REFERRAL. ABOUT 
WHATS HAPPENING IN ll»tE MCJCOAST AREA 
FOR GAY AHO BISEXUAL MEN. 
·~ 
McN.-FAt, 6-9 ...... 





Pets Are Wonderful · 
Support 
PAWS is planning to 
hold the Gay Pride Cruise. 
Tickets will be available 
soon. 
~munity Pride Reporter 
Subacriptioa Porm 
I 
-Xes, I want to subscribe to the Community Pride Reporter. Subscription rate is $25.00 for 12 
1Ssues. (more if you can, less if you can't) CPR is mailed in a plain Envelope, the return 




Please make checks ~yable to: C~~ty Pride Reporter & mail to P.O. Box 178, Saco, ME 04072. •we 
~~o"'.'ledge the varyrng ~grees to which members of our community an, out, and we respect their choice 
if pnntmg a return adress 1S ever a problem, please let us know. ' 
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Marv S. Mumford 
. 
MS. ~1S\r. CCS\\°. CADAC 
Psychotherapist 
Moultonboro FamiiY Healt~ Care Office 
Harbor Square. Route 2) 
Center Hamor. !'.1i 0.12~6 
(603) 52&-4414 
(603) 153-~3 m 
P AMELA KNOWLES LAWRASON 
Attorney at Law 
serving the Leglil Needs of the Gay and 
Lesbian Ccmnunlty 
6 Oak Ridge Road 
Cumberland Center , Maine 04021-9323 
Tel (207 )829- 3379 
Fax (207)829-4424 





nRED 1 soo-640-2543 
~LES - , 
-
rf)R_ OFESSIONALS 





FARMINGTON, ME 04938 
CAREER PROSPECTS 
IN( .'Olll'<)l{,\TEI> 
1'nnf'11rn~1· stnfjin,:, rea11itin,:, 1mtplnceme11t ,C trni11u1,: 
re·spect 
You may /rave heard of rt.'i. We've been called m"ny tlri11,:.'I: 
nimble, ",:ile, tru.,tworth.v, Jfrerse, flexible, a,laptahle. 
Brtt why take our word/or it? 
Call or (ax us today. 
We'll put you to work tomorrow. 
Tom Broussard--Dennis l!atch 
3611/igh Street Bath, Maine 04530 
640 Congress St. Portland, Maine 0410/ 
(207) 443-8424/443-207 I fax 
/-800-239-9007 
ME/JSR and rbpa member 
Mark Alley 
Certified Polarity Therapist 
Houn By Appoinanent 
(207) 582-4021 
Me~r of Associated Bodyworl; cl Massage Profusioflllu 
r - ·-- · ·- .. - - -------·-·- ·---·· ·----- -- -· ----- - - --- - --- ----·-·-- -- ·-··· ··- · 
I Coastal Counseling Center, Inc. 






HIV/AIDS/Chronic Illness Internalized Homophobia 
Day & Evening by Appointment 
Most Insurances Accepted 
Offices In York and Saco 
(207) 363-0038 
Groups .... Individuals ..... Couplr.s 
HELP THROUGH PSYCHOTHERAPY 
.. Self-esteem 
• Add :ctior,s 
• LOSS 
.. ~IV 
• ~e1c rions ... 1 8S 
• :)eprt2ssic·n 
PORTLAND 77 4-5025 985-8043 KENNEBUNK 
Richard Waitzkin, LCSW 
techniques 
erin r anderson stephanie a plourde 
53 east main street yarmouth maine 04096 
207 846 4044 
JUDITH M. WOHL 
103 EXCHANGES'IREET 
POIITLAND, MAlNE 04101 
-~-








\l,CTORIA ZAV,UNIK, l'H.D. 
l 1r ,,,u,.rJ Clm,r .11 P,of~,.unndl c: ,,un.u>lor 
1,n~nH'd 5ub.H.tnce Abu.se Counsrlor 
Families 
roOd 




Udck Cove Counseling Cen1cr 
527 OCEAN AVE . 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04103 
Norma Kraus Eule 
M~W. laW 
LiC(n~d Clinicnl Social Worktr 
I111liuid1111I, Group 1111d 
Rtl11/ions/1ip T11trapy 
10 Minot A venue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 784-8747 
A R T S T 
~J~I~ (1~10~1 





Dawn H. Baumer (B 
. . Sales Agent """ 
Location, Location, Location! 






for more inf 0. 
Commercial & Business Brokerage 




Portland. Maine 04101 
Business (207) 774-7715 
Fax (207) 879-9102 
Voice Mail (207) 759-0861 
Pager (800) 639-7707 Pin #1118 
